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2 A word from the President
Last year, on the very same occasion, I briefly described the
Strategic Plan laid out by INRIA in 1999, called “A Research Institute
at the Heart of the Information Society” and I wrote that this plan
would set the scene for a fascinating and productive year 2000.
Little did I know that I would be so right on the mark!

The year 2000 at INRIA was undoubtably marked by
the signing of the new four-year contract. The contract was announced by Prime Minister Lionel Jospin
during a meeting of the Interministerial Council
for the Information Society. It was signed on July 18
by the Minister of Research, Roger-Gérard
Schwarztenberg, the Under-Minister of Industry,
Christian Pierret, and myself. This contract is part of a
strong incentive in favor of the whole national
research operation in the field of ICST (Information
and Communication Science and Technology). It
defines very ambitious goals concerning the influence of the scientific research carried out at the
Institute, the impact of its technology transfer initiatives and, especially, its openess on a national and
international scale, its partnerships with the universities, the engineering schools and the research institutions, as well as its hosting-policy.

The contract also provides for a very significant commitment on the part of the French government to
increase INRIA’s means. By 2003, the Institute will
have at its disposal 1,100 budgetary positions for
researchers, engineers, technicians and administrative staff—to be compared with 766 in 2000—and
80 “visiting positions” under fixed-term contracts.
Such a long-term commitment is absolutely exceptional on the part of the State and I do not know of
any other examples of commitments of such an
extent concerning the growth of a public establishment in recent history. This commitment is also singular in the international context. I know of no other
European country where such an important effort
has been made to reinforce training and research
activities in the field of ICST.

The personnel of INRIA is proud of this tremendous
indication of recognition for the quality of their work.
They are fully aware that success requires openess
and partnerships and are highly mobilized to meet
the numerous and exciting challenges of the coming
years. Together, we are pleased to offer you this
Annual Report. It contains highlights of the major
objectives set by the four-year contract and also displays the diversity of our research and scientific
results. The report demonstrates the dynamism of
our activities in technological development, the richness of our national and international collaborations
and industrial relations, not to mention the founding
of companies stemming from the Institute, which
were particularly numerous in the year 2000.

Bernard Larrouturou
Chairman of INRIA
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The National Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automatic Control (INRIA) was
founded in 1967. At that time it was called IRIA. Since 1985, INRIA has become a public
scientific and technological institution placed under the dual authority of the ministries
of research and industry.
INRIA is present in all fields that involve information and communication science and
technology (ICST).

A research institute
at the heart of the information society
Its role is, on the one hand, to carry out high level basic and applied research, involving
experimentation on innovative systems. On the other hand, the Institute must provide a strong
technology transfer activity while paying keen attention to training through research, technical
and scientific information diffusion, development, appraisals and participation
in international programs.

Last year, INRIA drew up a strategic plan that outlines the
main directions of high level research in computer science,
and more generally in the field of information and communication science and technology. The plan lists a series of
ambitious objectives that the Government decided to generously support by signing a four-year contract for the period 2000-2003 with the Institute in July 2000. Among other
provisions, the contract includes an increase by 50% of
INRIA’s means from now to 2003. This is also a way of
reasserting the Institute’s role as a spearhead for the French
policy in terms of information technology, side by side with
other organizations such as the CEA, CNRS and the GET
(telecommunication engineering schools group).
http:// www.inria.fr
http://www.inria.fr/inria/strategie/index.en.html

The Government is committed
to closing the “digital gap”
During the interministerial committee meeting of July 10,
2000, Prime Minister Lionel Jospin presented the French
policy in terms of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT). Three billion francs will be devoted to the
development of the information society (setting up public
digital areas, training, better Internet access and so on).
Another billion francs will be used to strengthen ICT
research and development, in particular by doubling
INRIA’s staff and increasing by 25% the public research personnel over a period of four years through the foundation
of a new CNRS department called “Information and communication science and technology”.

Shape optimization
for a vibrating gyroscope.
Project MACS

Five research units, three of which (Lorraine, Rennes, Rhône-Alpes) are linked
with other public establishments for research and higher education, in the framework of joint research units:

INRIA Rocquencourt
This site, where IRIA was founded in 1967, now hosts INRIA’s
headquarters and a research unit. There is a staff of 520 persons, including 400 scientists, and 24 research projects.
INRIA Rennes
This research unit was founded in 1980. Together with CNRS, the
University of Rennes 1 and Insa Rennes, it constitutes the Irisa
(Institute for Research in Computer Science and Random
Systems). Over 350 persons are working there, including 285 scientists, within 17 research teams.

A few key figures
INRIA will have in the year 2000:
Five research units
with 766 permanent INRIA staff and
numerous collaborators. A total of
2,200 persons, including 1,700 scientists
from partner organizations such as
CNRS, the universities and engineering
schools, are working in the
80 some research projects,
each with 10 to 25 persons.
A budget of 577 MF
exclusive of tax, 32% of which consists of
self-resources from research contracts
and development products like software
licences.
More than 300 ongoing
research contracts.
More than 50 technology companies
stemming from INRIA, 11 of which were
founded in 2000:
Activia Networks, Athys Technologies,
Enginest Software, Esterel Technologies,
Infobjects, Lucid-IT, LorASI.fr, Neoxy,
UDcast, Via Business and Xylème.
Forty some active software
marketing licences.
Forty some freely available software
packages.
116 active patents registrations.

INRIA Sophia Antipolis
This research unit was founded in 1982 at the heart of the
largest European advanced research community. The unit has
more than 400 persons, including 300 scientists, within
24 research projects.
INRIA Lorraine
This research unit dates from 1986. It gathers more than
300 persons, including 240 scientists, within 12 research projects. Located in Nancy, it constitutes Loria (Lorraine laboratory
for research in computer science and its applications) and the
IECN ( Elie-Cartan Institute at Nancy), together with CNRS, the
Institut national polytechnique de Lorraine, the Henri-PoincaréNancy 1 University and the Nancy 2 University. Two research projects are located in Metz, in collaboration with the University of
Metz and CNRS.
INRIA Rhône-Alpes
The Rhône-Alpes unit is the newest of all, since it was founded
in 1992. It now has more than 320 persons. Around 250 scientists participate in 15 research projects, 4 of which are carried
out in collaboration with CNRS, INPG and UJF, within the
GRAVIR and ID laboratories, and two other in collaboration with
CNRS and the ENS Lyons, within LIP.
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The Interministerial Council for Information Society that met on July 10, 2000, under the chairmanship
of Prime Minister Lionel Jospin, decreed a significant increase of public French research in the field
of ICST (Information and Communication Science and Technology). This increase is essential to develop
and consolidate France’s, and more generally Europe’s standing in terms of innovation
and economic competitiveness.

The 2000-2003 four-year contract
It concerns all those involved in the field: CNRS with the founding of a new department for ICST toward the
end of 2000, the universities and engineering schools, especially those belonging to the Telecommunication
Engineering School Group (GET), and INRIA. The minutes of the Council meeting acknowledged the crucial
role played by INRIA in France and in Europe and announced the signing of an ambitious 2000-2003 fouryear contract. The signing took place a few days later between Roger-Gérard Schwartzenberg, the Minister
of Research, and Christian Pierret, the Under-Minister of Industry, and INRIA’s CEO Bernard Larrouturou.

The four-year contract signed between INRIA and the
government is based on the Strategic Plan drawn by
INRIA in 1999. The Council emphasized that the Strategic
Plan had been a decisive element in the definition of an
ambitious national policy for French research in computer science. The Strategic Plan states INRIA’s intent to
be recognized, in the years to come, as the best European
research center in computer science and applied mathematics and as one of the very best worldwide. The Plan
also asserts the Institute’s intention of amplifying its
policy of partnership with the universities, the engineering schools and the other research institutions in order
to promote the success of the whole national research
operation in the strategic field of ICST. Another feature
of the Plan is the affirmation of the two main strategic
objectives of INRIA, scientific excellence and technology
transfer. Close combination of these two objectives is the
basis of the Institute’s strategy, because innovation in
the field of information and communication technology
is now based in a crucial way on scientific research,
sometimes of the most basic nature. Scientific excellence attracts the best researchers, the most brilliant
students and industrialists looking for the state of the
art; and a strong involvement in technology transfer
makes it possible to make the best of the skills thus
assembled and to create wealth and employment from
research results.
The four-year contract translates this ambition into five
major strategic objectives.

Signing the four-year contract
on July 18, 2000.
From left to right:
Christian Pierret,
Under Minister of Industry;
Roger-Gérard Schwartzenberg,
Minister of Research;
Bernard Larrouturou,
Chairman of INRIA.

Contributing to solving the major scientific challenges
in ICST at the top level worldwide
The Institute will especially focus its efforts to bring
important contributions to solving the five major scientific challenges identified in the Strategic Plan:
● mastering the digital infrastructure by learning how
to program, compute and communicate over the
Internet and over heterogeneous networks,
● devising new applications using the Web and multimedia databases,
● being able to produce secure and reliable software,
● designing and mastering the automatic control
of complex systems,
● combining simulation and virtual reality.
INRIA will pursue with determination its involvement in
basic research, which is the key to a better understanding of its scientific fields and anticipating medium and
long term evolutions. Relations with the other sciences
will be continued and amplified, with a particular
emphasis on the life sciences.

Obtaining internationally renowned
success in terms of technology transfer

Implementing a more dynamic human resource policy
and making INRIA more attractive

INRIA will amplify its technology transfer policy, emphasizing the priority application areas selected in the
Strategic Plan, which are telecommunications and multimedia, medicine and biology. To achieve this, INRIA will
develop:
● its policy of industrial relationships with the best partners
possible in France, Europe and outside of the European
Union,
● its participation in such standardization bodies as the
W3C and the IETF,
● its policy of software diffusion, either open-source or
commercial,
● its dynamic initiatives in favor of technology company
foundation,
● the organization of “clubs”, regional meeting places to
exchange information and technological watch with
small and medium-sized companies,
● its knowledge transfer policy through INRIA researcher
and engineer mobility towards industry and conversely
by hosting industry researchers within its teams.

In a context of extremely fierce international competition, INRIA’s success will depend above all on its capacity
to attract worldwide experts in computer science and
applied mathematics within its teams. The attraction of
the Institute will thus be the key-question in the coming
years. Numerous factors come into play:
● reinforcing INRIA’s reputation and its international status,
● paying attention to the quality of the working environment of the research teams,
● implementing a dynamic human resource policy, capable
of fostering motivation and personal development of
all Institute personnel,
● promoting flexibility and reactivity in research organization, improving prospects to gain scientific autonomy
and supervisory responsibilities.

Amplifying INRIA’s leading effect and reinforcing its
partnerships to promote the success of the whole
national research operation in the field of ICST
INRIA will amplify its policy of openness and partnership
with the other research institutions, the universities and
the engineering schools. The objective is to double the
number of partner establishments within joint research
project-teams within four years, and to triple the number of research project-teams located outside of the five
INRIA sites. The coordination and partnership with
CNRS, the GET and the universities will be reinforced,
and INRIA’s hosting policy will be considerably
reinforced.

To reach these ambitious goals, the four-year contract
plans that INRIA’s personnel will grow to 1,180 persons—
1,100 budgetary positions and 80 contractual positions—as of 2003, to be compared with the 766 budgetary positions in 2000. This increase will be accompanied by an increase in operation and investment funds.
The contract follow-up will be effected by a yearly presentation of figures to the Institute Board of Directors,
and a global evaluation done by an external Visiting
Committee will take place at the end of the period.

Increasing INRIA’s international influence and contributing to reinforcing the European scientific community
in the field of ICST
INRIA will develop collaboration with European academic or industrial leading research centers and reinforce its
participation in researcher exchanges in Europe, in particular through its participation in the ERCIM consortium. Based on the experience gained with the FrancoRussian Lyapunov Institute and the Liama FrancoChinese laboratory, INRIA will look into the possibility of
developing new joint laboratories abroad. Whenever
possible, the Institute will set up a more global collaboration mode, country by country, by setting up a network
with its French partners (universities, engineering
schools, institutions) to better cover bilateral collaboration in the field of ICST.

The Koala robot, an experimental
platform to test behavioral models.
Project CORTEX, jointly with CNRS,
the Henri-Poincaré University, the
University of Nancy 2 and INPL.

Like all research institutes, INRIA develops ideas that are published in scientific literature. INRIA
work also results in software, experimental prototypes that can be shared among the scientific
community: “Software is as much a part of our scientific production as publications”,
says Gilles Kahn, INRIA’s Scientific Director. Certain software packages like Scilab, MPFR or CGAL
are meeting with growing success and are gaining a significant international status.
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High level research
A VARIED SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION
Bringing together researchers from several disciplines
To try and solve certain complex scientific problems, the
Institute strongly encourages collaboration between
researchers from several disciplines and from other
research organizations. This kind of work is funded on a two
year basis in the framework of cooperative research initiatives. “These initiatives are meant to get certain research
themes started that could not have emerged as quickly as
they did, like PREMIA at Rocquencourt, TROPICS at Sophia
Antipolis or PAROLE at Nancy. They also are a way to better
evaluate themes in which the Institute may get involved”,
says Gilles Kahn. There are 29 ongoing cooperative research
initiatives in 2000, 9 of which were selected during the
2000 call for projects.
To validate its ideas and to implement certain software,
INRIA also needs to experiment on new systems. Such
experimentation also requires pooling multiple skills. For
example, the Institute is involved in telecommunications—
project VTHD and local radio networks—and the automobile—new experimentation on Cy Cab.

THREE EXAMPLES OF COOPERATIVE RESEARCH INITIATIVES
When ideas from genetics inspire
engineering
Constraints of very diverse nature—
aerodynamic or economic for
example—must be met through the
optimization of the shape of an airfoil
or of a complex mechanical part. To
solve this kind of heterogeneous
problem, mathematicians invented
“evolutionary algorithms”. These
algorithms are problem solving
methods that mimic certain aspects of
natural evolution in an extremely
simplified way. Genetic algorithms,
evolution strategies and genetic
programming fall under this category.
Their common feature is the definition
of evolutionary rules to select an

optimal state. Evelyne Lutton and her
partners—projects FRACTALES and
SINUS, the Ecole polytechnique and
ENSTA—are experimenting with such
algorithms in the framework of the
EVO-Lab cooperative research initiative.
These algorithms are powerful
optimization tools that are already
being widely used, but not in the sector
of interest to the initiative, mechanics
and advanced engineering. Researchers
intend to optimize shapes in mechanics
and aerodynamics and, conversely, to
identify mechanical models. They are
developing a programming language
capable of describing such evolutionary
algorithms.
http://www-rocq.inria.fr/fractales/
ACTION-INCITATIVE/EVO-Lab-engl.html

Putting the heart in equations
and images
INRIA started a new cooperative
research initiative this year, called
ICEMA, that brings together projects
EPIDAURE, MACS and SINUS under
the leadership of Frédérique Clément.
Its goal is to better understand the
functioning of the heart and the diverse
cardiovascular pathologies, to improve
the quality of certain diagnoses and
propose better assistance solutions.
Researchers are trying to deduce the
heart’s physiological parameters by
studying a dynamical representation
of its functioning and of its contraction
and excitation phases. They are using
several noninvasive imaging techniques
in conjunction. An initial technique
reveals the electrical activity of the heart
and a second technique reveals
its mechanical activity.
http://www-rocq.inria.fr/who/
Frederique.Clement/presentation2.html

A better knowledge of the brain
Observing the brain at work is
the challenge met by the 3D-MEG
cooperative research initiative led by
Olivier Faugeras with backing from
projects ESTIME, ONDES, ROBOTVIS and
the Cermics. Researchers are developing
a virtual tool that combines the quality
of functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) with the temporal
precision of magnetoencephalography
(MEG) and electroencephalography
(EEG). These techniques record the
magnetic and electric fields produced
by the brain.
Gilles Kahn, INRIA’s Scientific Director,
notes that “the Institute is increasingly
involved in neurological research”. Other
cooperative research initiatives group
together projects EPIDAURE and VISTA,
the La Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital and CEA
Saclay, to work on a variety of questions
in neurology.
http://cermics.enpc.fr/~keriven/3dmeg/

Classification of farmland
and peri-urban zones
(Boigneville) based
on a hyperspectral image
(© Astrium).
Project ARIANA
(a joint project with CNRS
and University of NiceSophia Antipolis)

SOFTWARE
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Top-notch scientific computing
Scilab is a freely available library of programs for scientific
computing and automatic control. Aimed at engineers,
Scilab can be used for linear algebra, control, signal processing,
modeling, simulation and optimization, among others.
Scilab is as successful as ever since its release by project
META2 of INRIA Rocquencourt. This year, it was downloaded
100,000 times from the INRIA site and this does not take
the mirror sites into account! Scilab integrates many
developments from INRIA and the Ecole Nationale des Ponts
et Chaussées and is being continually enriched with new
applications. The latest one concerns the computation of
options in finance for banks. A start-up stemming from
INRIA, Saphir Control, was founded in 1998 to offer user
technical support. A consortium is planned for 2001.
http://www-rocq.inria.fr/scilab/

Numerical computing with a lot of digits
MPFR is a freely available C library for arbitrary precision
computing developed at Loria (INRIA Lorraine, project
POLKA). It is of interest to a growing number of scientists
who require precision numerical computations as in
cryptology or astronomy. MPFR can produce “correct round
off”, either above, below or to the closest machine number,
depending on the choice of the user, for the floating point
binary numbers that are used by computers. MPFR is
integrated into the general GMP library developed in
Sweden.
http ://www.loria.fr/projets/mpfr/

New geometrical shapes
CGAL is a library of geometric algorithms in C++ developed
by a European consortium of eight partners including
INRIA Sophia Antipolis (project PRISME). It can be used to
compute new basic geometrical shapes that are needed for
computer aided design or computer images. Two European
research projects on this subject were funded.
http ://www-sop.inria.fr/prisme/CGAL/CGAL.html

Inserting computer-generated
3D objects within a video
sequence (3D tracking).
MIRAGES Initiative

PROMISING SYSTEM
EXPERIMENTATIONS
Solutions to increased Internet traffic
and service evolution
INRIA is strongly involved in high speed network (2.5Gbit/s)
experimentation characteristic of second generation
Internet. Around forty INRIA researchers are working on
this in the framework of the VTHD (for Really High Speed)
development initiative and of the RNRT (National Network
for Research in Telecommunications) project also called
VTHD. The latter is led by France Télécom R&D and also
involves the GET (Group of Telecommunication Schools).
Over a dozen INRIA research teams are concerned. A network is now connecting the experimental platforms of the
five research units and the Georges-Pompidou European
Hospital.

The Institute is simulating Web fluxes and congestions
using its traffic generation tools, that will be set up over the
whole network at the beginning of 2001. These platforms
will also be used to test the interconnection of computing
grids (sets of PCs associated together for numerical computations) and to couple different computing codes (for
example, fluid flow and stress computations in avionics).
Finally, solutions will be proposed to compensate for the
limitations of the TCP protocol in high speed networks.
http://www.telecom.gouv/rnrt/pres_d74_ap99.htm (RNRT project)
and http://www.inria.fr/valorisation/actionsdeveloppements.fr.html

Cy Cab keeps going
In 2000, the five INRIA research units all received the new
Cy Cabs manufactured by the Robosoft company, for their
own research. Cy Cab is a small electric vehicle, the first
versions of which were designed by INRIA in 1997. It is a
prefiguration of future automatic urban vehicles, adapted
to usage in city centers, shopping malls, airports, etc. The
different research teams will develop new sensors and
associated processing algorithms (vision for example),
improve the algorithms driving the vehicle, the programming tools for distributed real time environment, the wireless

communication devices, the human-machine interfaces
and so on. Two vehicles were on display for five months at
the Hannover World Fair in 2000. Others were displayed
during the car free days at La Rochelle, in Nancy to test
computer aided tourism (CAT), and at the IST European
congress in Nice. A certain number of these research topics
also find applications in other projects concerning driving
aids such as the European projects Carsense and Safe.
http://www.robosoft.fr, http ://www.carsense.org and
http://www.lara.prd.fr

The flexibility of radio networks
This year, INRIA started experiments on local radio networking
of computers and other electronic devices.The main advantage
of such wireless networks is to create a mobile infrastructure
since the various access points can also be used as relays. Its
range of 50 to 200 meters opens up the way to numerous
applications like the creation of modifiable networks either
in situations when wiring is difficult or impossible, or again
for data exchange between mobile units, for example
between different rescue teams. This research is carried out
within project HIPERCOM, the RNRT (National Network for
Research in Telecommunications) project PRIMA and the
COMPAS cooperative research initiative.
http://www.inria.fr/rapportsactivite/RA99/hipercom/
http://hipercom.inria.fr/compas/

You will find below an outline of recent scientific advances or
research themes that are of particular interest to INRIA teams
right now.

12 Scientific advances
Texture mapping on a 3D
model of a face. Such
characteristic elements
as the eyes, nose and mouth
are put into correspondence.
Project ISA (a joint project
with CNRS, the Henri-Poincaré
and Nancy 2 Universities
and INPL)

Resonance under surveillance: a successful FrancoAmerican collaboration
Resonance is a well-known vibratory phenomenon that
considerably increases stress, which can lead to structural
damage or even failure in an aircraft, a rocket or a suspension bridge. Strong pressure due to the wind or more generally to a moving gas or liquid may result in such damages.
The problem gets more acute as the structures grow in size
and become more elastic. Unfortunately, the currently
available simplified models only yield results with an
uncertainty of over 10%.
For 10 years now, INRIA (project SINUS) and the Center for
Aerospace Structure of the University of Colorado at
Boulder have been studying such fluid-structure interactions and their consequences. They have developed a software called AERO that computes the interaction between
structures—beams, shells, etc.—and a turbulent compressible flow. A way of testing the deformations of the structure
is to perform a series of computations. This work resulted in
spectacular gains in precision, reliability and computing
costs.

Seven industrial teams have joined them within the
Aerostructure consortium: Dassault-Aviation who has been
supportive since the beginning, Aérospatiale, the CNES, EDF,
Hispano-Suiza, Snecma (SEP) and SNPE. Industrial interest
in this technology also results in the setting up of the UNSI
European project on coupling in aeronautics, and of the
Flownet European network on flows in aeronautics with
and without coupling. INRIA is participating in both
ventures.
http://www-sop.inria.fr/sinus/aerostruc/
http://www.unsi.dlr.de/

Solutions to find data on the Web
Looking for data on the Web represents a real challenge. The
question is to obtain an integrated, coherent and up to date
view of all the information. INRIA research teams are
proposing three approaches to structure the data and
adapt querying modes.
The most global and most sophisticated approach consists
in building a huge data “warehouse” called Xylème (project
VERSO) containing all XML documents existing on the Web.
This formalism is more and more commonly used because
it makes it possible to access information on the contents
of the documents whereas HTML only supplies information
on their form. Xylème is studied on a smaller scale as
Intranet by another project (CARAVEL). A start-up also called
Xylème was founded in 2000 to exploit this database
method query.
Sometimes the warehouse approach is not possible. Data
changes too often or takes up too much space, as in

imaging, or again is confidential as in medicine. In the
latter case, researchers are proposing a “virtual” integrated
view of the information. The data remains in its original
format and in its original location and the user visualizes
the result of the query, but not necessarily the data itself.
This is ideal to manage a medical file. A third solution for
relatively simple queries is based on the design of publishing-subscription systems. Such systems act as intermediaries between sources who want to publish rapidly evolving
information and subscribers who wish to be kept up to date
on information of interest to them.

Making a virtual sculpture
using software developed
within project iMAGIS
(a project of the GRAVIR
laboratory, jointly
with CNRS, INPG and UJF)

INRIA at the service of genomics
The human genome is about to be entirely sequenced. The
whole text carried by our chromosomes—approximately
3.5 billion characters—will soon be deciphered. What
remains to be done is to precisely locate the genes. Genes
are the sequences that govern protein synthesis. Also
remaining is the description of synthesis processes and the
way they are regulated. The problem is that these
sequences only correspond to about 3% of the total text.
INRIA has been participating in this Herculean task for
about ten years. In all its research units, within numerous
projects (AIDA, ALGO, CORTEX, HELIX, LED, ORPAILLEUR,
POLKA, PROTHEO), mathematicians and computer scientists
are placing their skills at the disposal of genomics to organize the databases, extract and structure the relevant information and visualize it. Researchers are trying to overcome
the lack of coherent mathematical laws by analysis of an
exploratory type, as well as statistical and probabilistic
methods.
A cooperative research initiative called REMAG was
launched in 1999, that federates projects ALGO, AIDA and
POLKA to write software for searching and extracting significant patterns in the genome. Researchers are developing algorithms and are validating them on known
genomes. INRIA (projects HELIX, ROMANS and ORION) is also
associated with the Institut Pasteur and with the
Hybrigenics and Génome Express companies within a
development initiative in bioinformatics (GENO*, see
GENOSTAR) to design and develop an exploratory genomics
computer environment.
http://www.inria.fr/actualites/inedit/index.en.html

Virtual reality—INRIA is doubling its efforts
The important effort initiated last year was continued in
2000. This effort was marked by the launching of the first
virtual workbench in France, at Rocquencourt (project i3D).
The capabilities of this equipment will complement those
of the three other INRIA platforms in Rennes (project
SIAMES), Grenoble (project IMAGIS) and soon Nancy (project
ISA). Several partnership agreements with research laboratories and industry are being negociated.
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Virtual reality makes it possible to model objects, simulate
them and in the last analysis to make them function without actually building them. This kind of virtual prototyping
is especially well adapted to automobile, aircraft, satellite
and robot design. Virtual reality can also be used to make
real time simulations with sensory interaction that are of
interest in the health sector. Several teams are participating in this research in the five sites (CHIR, EPIDAURE,
iMAGIS, ISA, i3D, MIRAGES, PRISME, ROBOTVIS, SHARP,
SIAMES).
The workbench itself is a fabulous tool for designing, testing and visualizing complex objects, either in engineering
(oil industry, aerospace) or for research (fractals, meshes).
Scenes are visualized in three dimensions on a table. The
user operates directly on the object by orienting it, modifying it and testing its elements in real time.
Finally, a cooperative research initiative called GREVE is
developing a virtual reality software platform to easily integrate software from other research teams in France.
Improving the arithmetic precision of computers:
the table maker dilemma
A program that calls for the computation of an exponential
or a sine function should give the same result whatever the
machine. That would be reasonable! It is however not the
case. This problem was just solved by the ARENAIRE team, a
joint project with CNRS and the ENS Lyons.
In a computer, numbers are written in “floating point”, a
transcription in base 2. Since 1985, the addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and square root have been
standardized. The "correct round off" is demanded, an infinite precision computation (the exact result) followed by a
round off. Up to now, the exact result could not be obtained,
in a reasonable amount of time, in the case of elementary
functions like the exponential, logarithm, sine etc. This is a
classical problem faced by publishers of numerical function
tables and called the Table Maker Dilemma for this reason.
To solve it, researchers have determined the degree of precision required for intermediate computations. They have
developed programs that approximate the function by
polynomials, determine the points closest to the function
whose coordinates are floating point numbers and find
very efficient algorithms. The equivalent of four years of
computation was necessary. The correct round off is now
guaranteed. Computers will be able to take it into account
within a few years. Numerical programs will be more precise and give the same result from one machine to another.

OUTSTANDING FACTS

Three mathematicians and computer
scientists distinguished
Three researchers (Jean-David Benamou and Walid
Dabbous from INRIA and Alain Darte from CNRS) were
distinguished by the French company CS Communication et
Systèmes in July 2000. Jean-David Benamou (project
ONDES) was awarded the applied mathematics prize for his
numerical contributions in control and optimal transport.
One of the applications of his work concerns the design of
numerical simulation tools for the megajoule laser. The
computing prize was shared by Alain Darte (project
REMAP), a renowned specialist in code optimization for
parallel computing, and Wallid Dabbous (project PLANETE)
for his work on the adaptation of communication protocols
to multimedia applications and the deployment of Internet
via satellite.
An artist in scientific popularization
Gilles Dowek, researcher at INRIA (project COQ) received the
d’Alembert secondary education grand prize for his conference in mathematics for the general public entitled “How to
look for a needle in a haystack”. This prize was created on
the occasion of the World Mathematical Year and is awarded
by a jury of high school students. Gilles Dowek talked about
exhaustive search.
The University of All Knowledge: a fascinated audience
Several of the conferences on computer science presented in
the framework of the University of All Knowledge were
given by INRIA researchers (Jean-François Abramatic,
Sophie Cluet, Walid Dabbous and Olivier Faugeras from
INRIA, Gérard Berry from the Ecole des Mines de Paris and
Jean-Paul Haton, Professor at the Henri-Poincaré University
at Nancy). The ambitious objective of these conferences was
to cover the whole of human knowledge in 366 lectures,
over the year 2000. Our computer science researchers
discovered that the general public has an interest
for their discipline that they did not suspect.
Awards for start-ups
Three start-ups stemming from INRIA—Ilog, Trusted Logic
and Esterel Technologies—received the IST 2000 European
prize. These prizes are awarded by the European community
to reward the major contributions of the year in technology
transfer in the field of information science and technology.
Twenty European companies were thus distinguished, seven
of which from France.

Improving the performance of hydraulic controls
A resource center in electrohydraulics called Hydraulyca was
inaugurated at Longwy. It is the first center of this kind in
France. Its goal is to provide help to the numerous industrial
companies that make use of hydraulic controls (automobile,
plastics, avionics, steel industry). Hydraulyca will set up seminars and carry out technology transfer, assessment and consulting tasks. Hydraulyca is the result of an
exemplary collaboration between the Henri-Poincaré
University at Nancy, INRIA, CNRS and the University of Metz.
http://www.hydraulyca.org/

A new joint laboratory in Hong Kong
The third INRIA joint laboratory was founded in June 2000
in Hong Kong, in collaboration with the Ecole polytechnique
and City University of Hong Kong. The laboratory specializes
in finance mathematics (see the chapter on international
relations).

The biggest conference on computational
linguistics in Europe
For the first time, COLING (International Conference on
Computational Linguistics) was jointly organized by three
European countries, Germany, Luxembourg and France.
The main conference was held in Saarbrücken in Germany
and gathered over 600 conferencees. The workshops that
followed were in Luxembourg. The tutorials before the
conference were organized at Nancy by CNRS, the
Universities of Nancy and INRIA. The automatic processing
of natural languages, that is to say the ability that a
computer may have to analyze, understand or generate
texts or dialogs, is becoming a crucial field of study in the
context of massive Internet diffusion of data expressed in
different languages. Another important aspect concerns
direct voice interaction with increasingly complex devices
such as cell phones with multiple functionalities.
http://www.coling.org/

Colloquia to explain science
The “Science and Society” colloquia organized by INRIA at
Sophia-Antipolis aim at proposing high level lectures to
increase public awareness concerning complex scientific
problems that shed light on certain aspects of human life
and society. Olivier Faugeras, member of the Academy of
Science and Senior Research Scientist at INRIA, is the initiator
of this project. The first two conferences met with great
success. The first one by Denis Le Bihan, research director at
CEA, was on cerebral imaging, and the second lecture was
delivered by Etienne-Emile Beaulieu, Professor at the Collège
de France and member of the Academy of Science, on aging.

Interactive visualization
of a 3D fractal model
on a virtual workbench.
i3D initiative and
project FRACTALES
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“INRIA definitely has a dynamic policy in terms of technology transfer”, says Gérard
Giraudon, Director of Development and Industrial Relations. The figures speak for
themselves: since 1984, around fifty technology companies were founded that stemmed
from the Institute, approximately forty software marketing licences are currently active

Development and technology transfer
in the limelight
and about the same number of software packages is freely available. INRIA has taken
out 116 active patents and is collaborating with partners in France, Europe and the rest
of the world through more than 300 research contracts. As of December 31, 1999, the part
of research contracts with companies was of six million euros.

A genuine institution culture
Technology transfer was always very much encouraged at
INRIA, since the very beginning of the Institute. “INRIA is
under the dual authority of the Ministry in charge of
research and the Ministry in charge of industry. Therefore,
technology transfer is at the outset one of our main purposes. It’s in the Institute’s culture”, adds Gérard Giraudon.
To maximize spin-offs, knowledge diffusion of all kinds is
encouraged—regional clubs, thematic meetings, publishing—as well as personnel exchanges—industry researchers and engineers are invited at INRIA and conversely. The
key to this successful transfer and development resides in
contractual collaborations with major groups and small or
medium sized companies, as well as licence exploitation,
concession or transfer.

The Cy Cab in front of the Loria
building. Projects in artificial
intelligence in all the units are
working on making it
autonomous and user-friendly.

Each of the five research units has set up a technology club,
a kind of regional network for information exchange between the small or medium sized companies, big industry,
researchers from public or private institutions and also the
various local authorities. The year 2000 was marked by the
success of numerous meetings on diverse themes: XML,
communication on the Web and databases; real time and
embedded electronics; embedded Java; PKI for secure
Internet exchanges; UML: beyond information; IPV6, next
generation Internet; virtual reality: large screen immersion
and interaction; etc.

The Irisa robot vision cell:
cooperation between two
robots. Project VISTA
(a joint project with CNRS,
Insa Rennes and the
University of Rennes 1)

Numerous industrial partnerships
As of December 31, 1999, there were more than three hundred ongoing research contracts. European public funds
financed 65 of these contracts, French public funds financed
64 of them and the vast majority of the rest, that is to say
over 170, was directly financed by industry. During the year
1999, 151 research contracts were signed, including 92 with
industry, either large groups or small and medium sized
companies. In addition to specific contracts between a
research team and a company, the Institute also cultivates
larger scale partnerships with industry on major strategic
themes through outline agreements.
To offer middle term technological solutions, the Institute
sets up development initiatives for a duration of 3 to 5 years
in general. Development initiatives are partnerships
between one or several companies and various INRIA
research teams. They concern urban transportation, information systems, the Web or the health sector. There are
seven such ongoing initiatives (AEE, DYADE, TRANSREP, W3C,
VTHD, GENO* and IRMf), the last three ones were launched
during 2000 (see details on VTHD and GENO* p. 13). INRIA is
also actively participating in the research and technological
innovation networks in telecommunications and software
technology set up by the government to foster technology
transfer and company creation.

DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTS BY ACTIVITY SECTOR

Research contract funding
sources
(total amount of funds:
12.1 M€)
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European public
funds
(4.34 M€) 36%

Industrial
funds
(6 M€) 49%

Software at the heart of research
The Institute grants licences on software developed by its
research teams. “Our research results must produce software, that is to say lead to lines of code. This is one of the
major characteristics of the Institute”, says Gérard
Giraudon. Software is diffused in various ways, from open
source to licence contracts via a company or a start-up.
Approximately forty software programs are currently available on INRIA’s Web site or on CD-Rom.

French public
funds
(1.76 M€) 15%

Application Fields
(number of research
contracts)

Engineering,
transportation,
environment
(160) 55%

Telecommunications
and multimedia
(118) 40%

Health
and biology
(14) 5%

Application Fields
(total amount of research
contracts: 9.77 M€)

Engineering,
transportation,
environment
( 3.55 M€) 36%

Health
and biology
(0.54 M€) 6%

Telecommunications
and multimedia
(5.68 M€) 58%

Finally, says Gérard Giraudon, “technology company founding is our way of choice to rapidly transform research into
innovation”. It is systematically encouraged at INRIA. The
global annual turnover of these technology companies is
even higher than the annual operating budget of the
Institute. Overall, they employ 1,100 persons. Eleven such
companies were founded this year and INRIA is committed
by its four year contract to raise this number to fourteen
in 2003.
You will find more details on INRIA’s industrial relations at
http://dirdri.inria.fr

A REAL START-UP MINE
Twelve start-ups were founded in 2000,
including Activia Networks and Udcast.
Athys Technologies
is a software publisher in the field of
computer aided design of automated
cells in the manufacturing sector, based
on the graphical specification language
Esterel Studio and the skills developed
at INRIA Rhône-Alpes.
Enginest Software
develops and markets planning and
scheduling tools for transportation,
production, telecommunication and
logistics management, using the
constraint programming language NCL
developed at the Marseilles computer
science laboratory, at the Science
University in Luminy, and applied within
project PROTHEO of Loria.
Esterel Technologies
is in charge of the development and
exploitation of the Esterel programming
language for circuit manufacturing,
validation and testing. The language
was developed by project MEIJE, a joint
project of INRIA Sophia and the Ecole des
mines.

INRIA-Transfert, a special partner for
information technology start-ups
INRIA-Transfert is a subsidiary of INRIA
founded in March 1998. It is an incubator
for company projects developing
innovative software technology. It is also
a major contributor to the setting-up
of start-up funds in this field through
the I-Source Gestion company founded
in 1999.

Infobjects
develops the ObjectDRIVER software,
designed by a Cermics team (a joint
laboratory of INRIA and the Ecole
nationale des ponts et chaussées),
that makes it possible to transform any
database into a virtual base adapted
to new applications, such as electronic
commerce or database pooling.
LorASI.fr
offers Internet and Intranet site creation
and hosting with a technological
know-how acquired at Loria.
Lucid-IT
designs and markets a range of products
for the management of computerized
multilingual textual data, based on
open source technology and the mastery
of the XML technology developed within
project Langue & Dialogue at Loria.
Mutandi
proposes services in strategic consulting
and aid in project management in the
fields of telecommunications, networks
and ICS (specification writing, setting
up and following up complex projects).
Neoxy
is placing its bets on Internet interactivity
and markets visual content capture,
creation and diffusion solutions, based
in particular on innovative image
techniques such as the threedimensional solutions devised within
project ISA at Loria.

Via Business
is a marketing and development
consulting company to help companies
wishing to enter the information
technology market, especially on the
international level. This company makes
the most of an experience acquired over
several years at the Department of
Development and Industrial Relations.
Xylème
makes use of database querying software
called Xyli, developed within project
VERSO at INRIA Rocquencourt, which
can be seen as a dynamic XML data
warehouse to improve the management
of company information systems.
You will find all the start-ups stemming
from INRIA at:
http://www.inria.fr/valorisation/societes
/index.fr.html

An interview with Laurent Kott, General Delegate for Technology Transfer at INRIA
and General Manager of INRIA-Transfert.
How does the incubator work?
More than an incubator, INRIA-Transfert is a “companion.” It assists project authors by giving
them access to networks of skills useful for the completion of their project. In particular, we
help them regarding legal, financial, management, marketing and business development
matters. The objective is to go from a project idea to a company project likely to develop in less
than one year.
What are the results?
Twelve projects already resulted in company founding and fund raising, eight in 1999 and four
in 2000. Five other projects supported in 2000 should be completed soon. In 2001, we hope to
accompany some twelve start-up creations by looking for innovative projects.
What about the I-Source fund?
It has already performed 21 investments, thus completing its portfolio. We have therefore
decided to launch three new funds managed by I-Source Gestion: C-Source for multimedia
contents companies, T-Source for telecommunication companies and I-Source 2 that will take
over I-Source. These funds will be operational in 2001.
http://www.inria-transfert.fr
http://www.isourcegestion.fr
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INRIA is collaborating with numerous scientific and academic institutions, especially in
Europe and the United States, but also increasingly in Asia and South America. The IST
program is funding most of the ongoing initiatives in the framework of the European
community. There are 41 projects, many of which started in 2000. Collaborations also
occur within ERCIM through the organization of seminars, post-doctoral training,
researcher exchanges and so on. This year Ireland joined the consortium, which now
counts fifteen countries.
INRIA teams are collaborating with fifty American universities and several Federal
agencies. A program with the National Science Foundation (NSF) manages 21 projects
including four new projects in 2000. Collaboration with Canada was also increased and
around fifteen universities are involved in collaborations with INRIA.

A research center for finance
mathematics in Hong Kong
This laboratory was founded in June
2000 by an agreement between INRIA,
the Ecole polytechnique and the City
University of Hong Kong. Its main
objectives are to promote collaboration
between the scientific and financial
communities in France and Hong Kong,
to make the most of the dynamism
of Hong Kong and Southern China
in computer science and finance,
to train students and specialists
in finance mathematics and to foster
exchanges.

Three joint laboratories abroad
The joint laboratories abroad play a crucial role in the
development of relations with Russia and China. The oldest
one is the Franco-Russian A.M. Lyapunov Institute for
Computer Science and Applied Mathematics, founded in 1993
in partnership with the State University of Moscow. The
Institute was renewed for three more years. Twelve joint
projects were continued in 2000 and five new projects begun.
The LIAMA Franco-Chinese laboratory (Laboratory of Computer
Science, Automatic Control and Applied Mathematics) was
founded in 1997 in partnership with the Automatic Control
Institute of the Academy of Science. It was renewed for four
more years. There are twelve ongoing projects, including five
new projects.The partnership was extended on the French side
to CNRS and CIRAD (Center for International Collaboration in
Agronomic Research for Development). Finally, the youngest of
the three, the France-Hong Kong Research Center for Finance
and Insurance Engineering, was founded this year (see box).

Signing to renew
the LIAMA FrancoChinese Laboratory
on January 13, 2000
in Beijing.

CARI’2000:
the African Colloquium for Research
in Computer Science
The fifth colloquium co-organized by
INRIA was once more a success. CARI has
now become a special event for meetings
and exchanges between African and
European researchers and decisionmakers in the field of information and
communication science and technology.
A post-doctoral fellowship program was
launched, supported by the United
Nations University and the French
institutions involved in CARI. This should
make it possible to strengthen
exchanges with Southern research
centers.
http://www.inria.fr/international/
CARI.html

A new opening toward South America
“We hope to rapidly increase our relations with Mexico, Brazil
and Argentina”, states Stéphane Grumbach, Delegate for
International Relations. A joint research laboratory in computer
science could be created in the near future with Mexico. Six
projects are ongoing with Brazil and five started in 2000.
Various collaborations are continuing in Africa, mainly with
Morocco, Tunisia, Cameroon and Senegal. A W3C office was
opened in Morocco. INRIA is the European leader of this
international consortium, together with the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Keio University in Japan,
to develop the common standards of Internet evolution. The
Moroccan office will be in charge of Arabization as linguistic
support and the diffusion of W3C work in Morocco.
For more detail:
http://www.inria.fr/valorisation/international/

On the Lyapunov Institute:
http://www-direction.inria.fr/international/liapunov.html

On LIAMA:
http://www-direction.inria.fr/international/LIAMA.html

A FEW ACRONYMS
IST: Information Society Technologies
ERCIM: European Research Consortium
in Informatics and Mathematics
(http://www.ercim.org)
W3C: World Wide Web Consortium
(http://www.w3.org)

“Training of young doctoral candidates and post-doctorates through research is one
of the primary tasks of the Institute”, says Jean-Daniel Boissonnat, Head of the
Training Program. Five hundred and fifty doctoral candidates are preparing their
doctorate within the various INRIA research projects. Each year, approximately one
hundred and fifty doctoral dissertations involving the Institute are defended in
computer science, automatic control and applied mathematics. This represent some
20% of all doctoral theses presented in France in these fields.
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The Institute pays close attention to the quality of doctoral work, the training
it offers doctoral candidates and their ulterior professional prospects. In this respect,
a doctoral project was set up to propose complementary training and work experience,
in addition to the best possible doctoral advising.

Videoconference at INRIA Lorraine-Loria.

The Institute is committed towards its
doctoral candidates
Since 1997, INRIA has instituted the
doctoral project. The doctoral project is
a commitment that lays out the general
conditions under which doctoral
candidates can enjoy the best conditions

for their research, as well as a broad
scientific exposure due to team work,
complementary training in languages
or scientific computing through, for
instance, access to conferences and
work experience.

In a further stage, to support doctoral candidates in the
international industrial and academic worlds, the Institute
grants around twenty post-doctoral fellowships, in collaboration with CNRS. These fellowships are used for one-year
stays in foreign research centers or in industry. The most
enterprising candidates can make use of such fellowships
to set up a company founding project. Conversely, some
forty young foreign researchers are received at the Institute
every year.
Numerous academic partnerships
INRIA researchers and engineers participate in many teaching programs. This year, they taught around 6,000 hours of
class in the universities and engineering schools. This collaboration with academia can also be seen through the fact
that the Institute receives many from trainees in their last
year of engineering school, especially graduate training
programs. Half of the research projects are joint projects
with other French and foreign research institutions and
such partnerships will be encouraged in the future.
Seminar at INRIA Rennes-Irisa.

Doctoral candidates
closer to industry
There is no better training than to put
into practice the results of a doctoral
thesis. In 1997, the Institute invented
industrial training programs—stays
of three to six months in industry—
as in the United States, where doctoral
candidates routinely spend time
in industry during the preparation
of their doctorate. Such endeavors are
unique, and still too rare, in France.
MIPS: a parallel micro-robot of 7 mm
in diameter for industrial and medical
endoscopy (the scale is given by the
5 centimes coin). Project SAGA

“INRIA is diversifying its efforts to communicate with an increasingly varied public.
This naturally includes the scientific community in the broad sense, industry
and students, but also the general public who are curious about scientific issues”,
says Gérard Giraudon, Delegate for Communication and Scientific and Technical
Information. This broad diffusion has two aims. The first aim is to participate
in knowledge diffusion and popularization, and the second aim is to encourage more
and more people and companies to make contact with INRIA. The Institute’s efforts
are attested to by this year’s effort to reorganize the Web site—INRIA’s showcase.

24 Communication and scientific information
a research institute
that bets on communication

From now on, the site will be more accessible from the outside to scientists
of all disciplines, students, decision-makers, industry and also journalists.
In the same spirit, INRIA is preparing, under the direction of the scientists, a series
of documents on the research carried out by its teams. This represents an embryo
for a set of new presentations of research in the field of Information
and Communication Science and Technology (ICST).

INRIA at the Hannover World Fair
Two INRIA achievements were chosen
to illustrate the theme “movement,
mobility and transportation” at the
Hannover World Fair from June to
October 2000. Those were the Bip biped
robot (two legs, a torso and a pelvis)
which is capable of reproducing walk,
and the small automatic urban vehicle
Cy Cab, entirely computer driven,
for pedestrian zones, airports,
shopping malls and so on
(see details on Cy Cab p. 11).

In 2000, audiovisual production was also oriented toward
the public. Several films for the general audience were
made. One of them explains the analysis of the movements
of an athlete using the most advanced techniques of virtual reality. This film was mostly intended for sports federations. It was made for the “Movement Center” in Rennes, a
meeting ground for researchers, athletes, medical doctors
and physical therapists. Another film presents the Bip biped
robot developed at INRIA. This film was made for the
Hannover World Fair. Finally, in the framework of the World
Mathematical Year 2000, researchers from the Institute
participated in six shows of a general public TV program
called “The Words of Math” for the La Cinquième channel.
Web and multimedia: the key to innovative diffusion
The Institute is experimenting with publishing a new type
of document, interactive multimedia documents accessible
on the Web or on CD-Rom. Such documents are written in
the SMIL language (Synchronized Multimedia Integration
Language), a language based on XML for authoring multimedia documents. Such documents can be extremely rich
diffusion vectors and excellent learning and, more generally,
training, aids. Most of the time, the documents are created

Showing a video clip on
the BIP walking robot at
the Hannover World Fair.

based on a lecture delivered by a researcher. Users may navigate the lecture, switch from one slide to another and look
at the illustrations, pictures and video clips associated with
the lecturer’s discourse at their own pace. Conferences and
classroom lectures are especially well suited to this kind of
presentation. Such a document was made this year on
medical image digital processing. Seminars and one thesis
defense were also put on film in this way.
(http://www.inria.fr/multimedia/smiltheque)

Every two years, the Institute organizes a specialized course
on scientific and technical information. The course concerns the follow-up of new technology and meets with
unquestionable success. In 2000, 70 information specialists, university librarians and computer information
experts took a one week class on digital libraries.
(http://www.inria.fr/IST2000)

Better informed journalists
Press workshops were organized to
present the state of the art in a given
scientific field to journalists. This year,
the theme was virtual reality.
Researchers explain their work and
participate in question and answer
exchanges. These workshops are useful
to put complex subjects in their proper
perspective and to present the work
carried out at the Institute.
http://www.inria.fr/presse/pre66.fr/html
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Main scientific events
organized or co-organized by INRIA
FG 2000
4th International Conference
on Automatic Face & Gesture Recognition
(March 28-30, 2000 - Grenoble)
This congress is the first international meeting on
research on human and human action recognition by
machines. This scientific discipline actually emerged during
the first such conference organized in Zurich in 1995. The
2000 conference was held in Grenoble. Over 200 conferencees were presented with 78 articles of a very high level
during the three days of the meeting. A tutorial on HMM in
vision and a workshop on person monitoring and video
surveillance were also organized on the occasion of the
conference.
Following is a selection of the forty some events organized
by INRIA in 2000, to demonstrate the diffusion of research
carried out at the Institute.

AAA 2000
(January 26-28, 2000, Rocquencourt, France)
The fifth AAA workshop was an opportunity to take stock of
the latest advances in algorithm-architecture adequacy
(AAA). The objective is to simultaneously study the algorithmic and architectural aspects of complex applications,
taking multiple constraints into account.

The “TOOLS EUROPE 2000” international congress
“Enterprise Architecture - Patterns - Components”
(June 5-8, 2000, Mont-Saint-Michel & Saint-Malo, France)
Tools is the main series of international conferences entirely dedicated to the applications of object-oriented technology. One hundred and fifty persons participated in the conference and the associated nineteen tutorials.
Waves 2000
5th International Conference
on Mathematical and Numerical Aspects
of Waves Propagation
(July 10-14, 2000, Santiago de Compostela, Spain)
This conference on theoretical developments and specific
applications in wave propagation was, like the previous
ones, a real exchange forum for mathematicians, scientists
and engineers from the academic and industrial worlds.

Multiresolution simulation of oceanic
circulation in the Los Angeles Bay.
Project IDOPT (a joint project with CNRS,
INPG and UJF)

PPSN 2000
6th International Conference
on Parallel Problem Solving from Nature
(September 17-20, 2000, Paris, France)
This meeting gathered together the industrial and academic scientific communities working on algorithms
inspired by concepts, principles or mechanisms that are to
be found in natural systems. Among the topics of the conference were the evolutionary algorithms that mimic the
Darwinian evolution of species, and the growth process in
nature or in the economy.

Wide screen based virtual environments
(November 8-10, 2000, INRIA-Rocquencourt)
This seminar succeeded in raising awareness of the French
academic and industrial research community concerning
virtual reality and its wide screen tools. The available software and hardware technologies and applications were
presented. Demonstrations on the INRIA virtual workbench
and the SGI Reality Center TM were organized.
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Book
selection
Fundamentals of Databases
Serge Abiteboul, Victor Vianu, Rick Hull
Vuibert Informatique, 2000, 736 pages
Database theory is a relatively new discipline in computer
science. At the beginning of the 1960s, an initial step
toward filesystem abstraction led to relational databases
and the associated theory, using logic as catalyst. The now
mature theory is expounded through its classical aspects as
well as through advanced topics in this book, which should
be a useful resource for all computer scientists and
mathematicians, either researchers or students. Numerous
examples and exercises are included in each chapter.
Serge Abiteboul is senior research scientist within project VERSO.

Methods and tools for knowledge management
Rose Dieng, Olivier Corby, Alain Giboin, Joanna Golebiowska,
Nada Matta, Myriam Ribière
Dunod, 2000, 302 pages
Knowledge management has now become a major issue
for the future of all societies whose capital increasingly
consists of gray matter. This book is about corporate memory, a set of method and tools for knowledge management.
After having motivated the project, the authors analyze the
different phases of the cycle: need analysis, memory construction (document bases, knowledge bases, case bases,
distributed memory), memory diffusion and usage (knowledge servers, collectware, Internet/Intranet diffusion),
memory evaluation and evolution.
Rose Dieng, Olivier Corby and Alain Giboin are researchers within
project ACACIA.

A Treatise on “Information, communication and control”
Jean-Marie Pierrel,
Hermès, 2000, 370 pages
The information processed by computer systems is becoming more and more text-based. Language engineering must
thus be addressed in processing this information. This book
takes stock of the current state of the field, showing its
achievements and limitations. It is divided into three main
parts. First is a presentation of the main tools and

formalisms for language processing on the lexical, syntactic
and semantic levels. Then the current tools and methods for
linguistic resource creation and management are discussed. Such resources are indispensable in numerous language engineering projects. Finally, a survey of the principal fields of application is given—terminology construction, textual information indexing and search, automatic
summary, computer aided translation, text understanding
and generation, and human-machine dialogue.
Jean-Marie Pierrel is the head of project LANGUE et DIALOGUE
(Loria) and professor at the UHP - Nancy 1.

Queues and networks: Probabilistic methods
Philippe Robert
Springer, 2000, 368 pages
This book presents a category of probabilistic models that
fall under the name of queue networks or systems. Such
models appear in numerous applications such as telecommunication networks or computer networks. They are the
origin of a large class of theoretical problems: random
walks and reflected diffusions, point processes and so on.
The book is concerned with probabilistic techniques to
study the qualitative behavior of these models—existence
of stationary states, equilibrium behavior characterization,
asymptotic study of transient behavior (rare events) and
critical states (saturation). A chapter is devoted to recent
techniques concerning fluid limits. The presentation is
based on martingale, Markov process and ergodic theory
methods.
Philippe Robert is a researcher within project ALGO.

Perturbation Analysis of Optimization Problems
F. Bonnans and A. Shapiro,
Springer, 2000, 600 pages
This book presents general results concerning local optimality,
the computation of the expansion of the value function and
the approximate solution of optimization problems, followed
by applications in various fields such as physics and economics.
The goal is to popularize such techniques for researchers from
other scientific disciplines that make use of optimization in a
broad sense in mechanics, physics, statistics, finance and economics.
Frédéric Bonnans is the head of the SYDOCO initiative.

Kinetic equations and asymptotic theories
F. Bouchut, F. Golse, M. Pulvirenti (authors)
L. Desvillettes and B. Perthame (editors)
Elsevier Series in Applied Math, 2000

Handbook on parallel and distributed processing
J. Blazewicz, K. Ecker, B. Plateau, and D. Trystram (editors),
Springer, 2000

This work concerns recent developments in kinetic-type
partial differential equation theory. This field has attracted
a lot of attention in recent years and much progress was
achieved. The book describes how to use sophisticated
mathematical tools such as regularity theory, average compactness lemmas or dispersion lemmas, but also more
introductory topics. These tools are used to analyze the
Boltzmann equation and its various hydrodynamical limits:
convergence towards the incompressible Euler equations
for a fluid, models and scalings to recover parabolic and
hyperbolic limits. The last problem considered in the book
concerns the derivation of kinetic equations in the limit of
large systems of interacting particles. The goal is to rigorously justify the famous Boltzmann-Grad limit that makes
it possible to obtain kinetic equations from the BBGKY hierarchy.
Benoît Perthame is the head of project M3N.

In this handbook, authors from the academic and industrial worlds offer scientists, practitioners and graduate students a good global view of the fundamental methods and
paradigms of the whole of parallel and distributed computing, as well as important problems and current trends.
The book covers basic aspects, such as efficient parallel
algorithms, languages for parallel processing, parallel operating systems, the architecture of parallel and distributed
systems, resource management, tools for parallel computing, parallel database systems, multimedia object servers
and the networking aspects of parallel and distributed
computing. Three chapters are devoted to applications in
scientific computing, in particular in molecular science. To
sum things up, this handbook is a good source of information for academics and industry researchers wishing to
learn about the opinions of the best experts in the field.
Brigitte Plateau is the head of, and Denis Trystam is a member of
project APACHE.

Speech analysis.
PAROLE Initiative

Scheduling and Automatic Parallelization
Alain Darte, Yves Robert, Frédéric Vivien
Birkhäuser Boston, 2000, 280 pages

Parallel computer motherboard.
Project PARIS (a joint project
with CNRS, Insa Rennes
and the University of Rennes 1)

Program restructuring methods, in particular loop transformations, are important optimization techniques used in
compiler parallelization. Recent advances on loop transformations are based on unimodular and general affine transformations. The book explains how to incorporate these
transformations into an algorithm, which transformations
to use and how to optimize them. A complete study of loop
transformations is proposed, as well as of the algorithms to
detect loops that are parallel from the viewpoint of
scheduling. This is done by establishing a link between
cyclical scheduling and uniform induction equation
systems.
Alain Darte and Yves Robert are members of project ReMaP.
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Documentation

Project Calliope (article digitization on demand), a collaboration with IMAG (Grenoble Institute for Computer Science and
Applied Mathematics) and XRCE (Xerox Research Center
Europe) with the participation of the information centers, is
now becoming a full-blown service. New functionalities have
been requested.
Pooling information resources requires a strong synergy. This
synergy could be seen in the negotiations with publishers to
obtain a single contract for INRIA and invitations for bids and
national contracts for documents.
The information centers are also involved in training (receiving
trainees from library schools, user training, professional meetings and visits) and in national and regional professional
networks (BNF associated center, National Network of
Mathematics Libraries, ADBS, MathDoc unit, and so on).

INRIA adopted a common policy that should make it possible
to offer high level information resources in spite of ever
increasing prices in scientific publishing. Artdevoted place to
digital documents was sharply increased. Many conference
proceedings, online specialized bibliographies and a few
monographs are now available, in addition to more than
300 electronic journals, doctoral dissertations and research
reports.
These documents are available to all INRIA personnel
through the information centers Web sites. This improved
service, especially in the most recent research units with
the least amount of paper documents, was reinforced
through the design of ergonomic web pages that are
common to the five centers.

What’s new in the research units?
● The information centers of Sophia Antipolis and of the I3S
Laboratory (CNRS and the University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis)
have merged, thus offering a stronger team and a larger document stock to a wider scientific community.
● In Rennes, the information center organized an IrisaTech
meeting on electronic libraries and document search.
IrisaTech is the club of industrial and economic partners of
Irisa. In the same spirit, online bibliographies were set up to
directly access the available documents.This was done on the
occasion of a technological watch meeting on UML and also
aimed at DEA and MIAGE students, with the collaboration of
the teaching staff. Additionally, an audiovisual initiative was
launched to integrate multimedia documents in the diffusion of Irisa research work.
● In Nancy, the information center consolidated the initiative
started last year on the extension of electronic journals and
on Calliope.The center also set up an intranet database based
on systematic recording of all the publications of Loria
researchers (articles, conference communications, doctoral
dissertations, articles in books).
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“The resources of the Institute will be doubled in the medium term”, says Blaise Aubry,
Director of Human Resources. In effect, in 2000 the French government has decided
to increase the tenured staff of the Institute from 766 to 1,180 as of 2003.

Human and financial resources
up to the institute’s purpose
As early as 2001, the government’s contribution to INRIA’s operating budget will grow
by 54 million francs, which is to say 12.4%, to reach 491 million francs.
The government is thus reasserting INRIA’s crucial role in computer science research
and development in Information and Communication Science and Technology (ICST)
in France and in Europe.

A few key figures in 2000

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Tenured researcher positions at INRIA
Tenured ETA positions at INRIA
Contracts on government funding
Researchers and academics – tenured personnel
from other institutions participating in joint research projects
Tenured ETA from other institutions participating in INRIA teams
Doctoral candidates preparing their PhD within INRIA’s research projects
Other non tenured or external collaborators

348
418
40
302
54
528
565

An unprecedented recruitment campaign
“Due to its scale and duration, the 2001 recruitment campaign is without precedent in the history of INRIA”, adds
Blaise Aubry. More than 300 job openings will be proposed
in 2001, from young doctorates to confirmed specialists. The
appointments will be by competitive selection or for fixed
term contracts. “We have set up in the last few months a
wide ranging recruitment campaign on the national,
European and international levels. INRIA’s Web site is at the
heart of the operation”, he says.
A stable proportion of contracts
Few research institutes with the EPST status (Public
Scientific and Technological Institution) are operating with
as many self-resources as INRIA. These resources stem from
the numerous research contracts signed with companies,
and from development products such as licenses for software developed at INRIA. In 2000, these resources amounted to 140 million francs over a total budget of 577 million
francs, including 437 million francs in government subsidies. “This remarkable bonanza is due to the quality of
our industrial collaborations”, says Pierre-Yves Saint,
Administrative and Financial Director. Effectively, selfresources represent 32% of the government subsidies. This
ratio is set by the four-year contract as a goal not to be
exceeded, which is a way of preserving a significant level of
basic research.

Distribution of
INRIA’s budget
Total 577 MF
Transversal
initiatives
68 MF
INRIA Personnel
280 MF
Research units
operation
222 MF
Headquarters
operation
7 MF

A wealth of skills
INRIA is a public scientific and
technological institution
(EPST) and therefore its
permanent staff belongs to
the civil service. They are
researchers, engineers,
technicians and
administrative staff, all
recruited by competitive
selection. In addition to
permanent staff, short term
employees for 6 months to
2 years are remunerated on
the Institute’s self resources.
This is the case in particular
of the numerous doctoral
candidates and the
development engineers who
work on the diverse research
contracts. This is also true for
university professors or civil
servants who are staying at
INRIA on leave, as well as
post-doctoral fellows and
foreign specialists. Altogether,
2,200 persons, including
1,700 scientists, contributed to
INRIA’s research programs
in 2000.

Setting up the new internal information system is “one of the crucial tasks of the
period 2000-2003”, says Bernard Larrouturou, President of INRIA. In the long run, this
new system should result in an optimized management of the Institute at all levels in
the different management departments, in terms of staff and in terms of research
teams. The goal is to increase the efficiency of the Institute by improving the
management methods and tools, especially by simplifying the information circulation.
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of optimum management of the institute
To set up this new information system, and more generally to coordinate the
management of the Institute’s computer resources, a Department of Networks and
Information Systems was founded in 1999.
In the first stage, only the two major management aspects—human and financial
resources—will be concerned. Other aspects will be integrated later on, such as
establishment memory, information center management and the design of institution
running indicators and tools. An indispensable step in managing for the best the
switch to the Euro in January 2002.

Numerical simulation of an electric
field. Project CAIMAN
(a joint project with ENPC)

Far more than a technical project
For purposes of efficiency, the Department of Networks and
Information Systems has devised a formal method to lead
projects, in the classical sense of the word. This method is
adapted to the objectives of the future information system
of the Institute. It was already used for project GIRHAF
(Integrated Management for Human Resources and
Financial Affairs), which was launched in May 2000 to propose an integrated management solution for these two
aspects. “This solution will formalize our management procedures. The tool on which it will be based, will then be
parametered to meet the requirements of these procedures”, says Renaud Cornu-Emieux, head of the
Department of Networks and Information Systems and

A few outstanding facts in 2000
Ethernet Gigabit local networks continued to be set up in Rennes,
Rocquencourt and Sophia. The work is still in progress. These high
performance networks are being progressively installed in all
INRIA sites—Grenoble has been equipped since last year—to meet
all the computing needs of researchers.
Wireless local networks were installed in Nancy, Rocquencourt
and Sophia. These experimental radio networks (Hyperlan and
Wavelan) are used in the framework of research projects.
A PC cluster was set up in Grenoble to experiment on parallel
computing using the power of about one hundred standard PCs
connected via a high speed network.
An Ipv6 Regional Interconnection Node was installed on the
G6bone in Nancy. Ipv6 is the future IP standard for the Internet
and G6bone is the French branch of the IPv6 international experimentation network.

director of project GIRHAF. An initial formalization of the
needs was used as a basis for a call for bids to choose an
integrator in charge of setting up the new information system and a consultant to help INRIA oversee the whole project. The first element concerning human resources and
financial affairs will be made operational in January 2002.
Another major endeavor is in preparation, the networks
and information systems direction plan. This plan is meant
to define the main trends in INRIA’s computing policy in the
years to come. The whole staff is concerned and is participating in its development in the five research units. This
preparatory work was started at the end of 2000 and
should be completed by mid-2001.

Computer science and biology,
a marriage of convenience

36 Research
The 2000 edition of the report offers
a different view of the research carried out
at the Institute through a series of articles
by Dominique Chouchan, a journalist
specializing in scientific issues.
By highlighting ten specific research
themes, while not claiming to be
exhaustive, these articles clearly
demonstrate the diversity and originality
of the work carried out at INRIA.

With an open heart

Computers and the sharing of work

A question of timing

Several codes in one

From speech to music

Proof by computer

Intelligence in the network of networks

Decision, a mathematician’s game

Tomorrow’s electronic wallet

Contacts:
Project AÏDA: Jacques.Nicolas@inria.fr
A joint project with Irisa, CNRS, Insa Rennes and the University of Rennes 1
Project COMORE: Jean-Luc.Gouze@inria.fr
A joint project with CNRS
Project HELIX: Viari@inria.fr
Project PROTHÉO: Alexander.Bockmayr@inria.fr
A Loria joint project with CNRS, Henri-Poincaré and Nancy 2 Universities, and INPL

38 Computer science and bioLogy
a marriage of convenience

The extraordinary technical advances in the life sciences in recent years that have led to the sequencing of
many genomes, including the human genome, are now resulting in an unprecedented accumulation of data
waiting to be interpreted. From now on, only computer scientists will be in a position to supply biologists
with the keys for understanding this new data.
The multiplication of measurement devices for biological systems has revolutionized research in the life sciences. The most symbolic example is of course
genomics, which is already opening up the era of
postgenomics. However, this field is not the only one
that calls for computer science. Modeling, simulation
and automatic control have now penetrated many sectors in biology, right after physics or chemistry where
their efficiency has already been demonstrated.
Computers are being widely used in the study of the living world, just as has been the case for several years concerning inanimate systems.

Looking
for the grammar of life

This marriage of convenience between computer science and biology is becoming a reality in questions of
ecosystem modeling, as well as in molecular simulation
problems (see the article “Several codes in one”).
Bioinformatics is the fruit of this alliance. In this respect,
INRIA is actively involved in the setting up of several
regional genomics centers. Such is the case with the
Western genomics center (in the process of being evaluated), with the participation of project AÏDA, as well as
the Rhône-Alpes center with the participation of the
HELIX initiative. The situation is similar for the
Strasbourg Alsace-Lorraine center: five INRIA Lorraine
projects (PROTHEO, POLKA, CORTEX, ORPAILLEUR, Langue
et Dialogue) are teamed up into the BIOINFO transverse
initiative and take part in this genomics center and the
State-Regions plan contract.
In Rennes, AÏDA researchers are working on the syntactic
analysis of protein sequences. The goal is to devise logical and structural modeling tools for such sequences.
Researchers thus have designed a graphical interface for
biologists who, without having to be very familiar with
syntactic analysis techniques, will now be able to produce such grammatical models and to query databases
for sequences that verify such models. Another problem
tackled by the project is the automatic characterization
of promoter sequences—DNA fragments that play a role
in gene expression—using automata. The original idea
in AÏDA is to use nondeterministic automata, that are of
a more complex design than deterministic automata,
but of much smaller size.
Project PROTHEO in Nancy is interested in protein
envelopes. To obtain a three-dimensional image of these
macromolecules, scientists try to determine the electronic density distribution using constraint resolution
techniques. As of today, they are able to produce low resolution images based on a single X-ray diffraction

The postgenome
era has begun
dataset. The final goal is to obtain under the same conditions a much finer image that will display the folding
of proteins in space. Concurrently, research is being carried out in the framework of the BIOINFO initiative on
the recognition of introns (non coding genomic
sequences) and exons (coding sequences) in the splicing
mechanism observed in the human genome. The point
is to characterize binding sites for certain proteins
involved in splicing.
Genome study is also at the heart of the HELIX initiative
in Rhône-Alpes. One of its objectives is to design computer aided annotation environments for genome
sequences, in other words to pass from mapping to
decoding. The project's researchers had already developed a platform called Imagene, to annotate and analyze sequences from prokaryote organisms. Its generalization to eukaryote organisms is the object of the
GénoStar program, which gathers INRIA and three other
partners, the Pasteur Institute and two companies,
Hybrigenics and Génome Express. HELIX is especially in
charge of the kernel of this new platform, GénoCore, and
of one of the three applications, GénoAnnot.
Concerning postgenomics, it is already a reality.
Researchers from AÏDA and HELIX are working on the
identification of proteins whose mass profile is already
determined by mass spectrometry, based on genomic
data. HELIX researchers are additionally working on
functional annotation. The problems are to determine
the functions of identified genes, and to represent
knowledge concerning the role of proteins in the
metabolism. They are also interested in the modeling of
the regulation of gene expression. The goal is to analyze
the interaction networks between genes that are activated at a given moment, based on information supplied by DNA chips, among others.
However, at INRIA the same as anywhere else, biology
cannot be reduced to work on the elementary “building
blocks” of the living world. For instance, COMORE, a joint
project with the Villefranche CNRS Laboratory of
Biological Oceanography, is working on the control and
modeling of renewable resources. One example is a very
fine modeling of the parameters that govern the evolu-

From genes to microorganisms
tion of a phytoplankton ecosystem. Starting from measurements performed in a very controlled, automated
and computerized environment (a chemostat),
researchers are developing a model that predicts plankton growth as a function of available nitrogen and light
amounts.
COMORE is also working in a completely different direction in collaboration with the Biotechnology for
Environment Laboratory in Narbonne (INRA) on the
design of anaerobic fermentation vats. Such bioreactors
are intended for biological water purification. The objective in this case is to estimate parameters that are hard
to measure, based on a model of the process. For example, it is much easier and less costly to measure the
kinetics of the biogas emitted in a fermentation vat,
than to obtain its biomass contents. The idea is thus to
use techniques from automatic control, modeling and
computer science to deduce the biomass contents from
biogas emission, in other words, to design “software
sensors”.
Due to progress in computer science and automatic
control, research in the life sciences is thus undergoing
an upheaval on a similar scale as that provoked by the
invention of the microscope, nearly four centuries ago.

Contacts:
CHIR team: Eve.Coste-Maniere@inria.fr
Project EPIDAURE: Nicholas.Ayache@inria.fr
Project SOSSO: Michel.Sorine@inria.fr

40 With an open heart
The heart will soon no longer hold any secrets for scientific computing specialists. The latter are now
becoming full partners with the medical profession through the modeling of this highly sophisticated
system, the planning of surgical operations and computer-aided diagnosis.

Curiously enough, the heart is an ideal object of study
for masters in scientific computing, modeling, automatic control and computer science. When the heart is considered as an element of a complex system—the cardiorespiratory system—its study actually comes under
automatic control. Secondly, the heart is a site of intense
mechanical and electrical activity and is as such of interest to modeling and scientific computing specialists.
Finally, a detailed observation of this vital organ
requires a multitude of imaging and image processing
techniques. It is thus no surprise that INRIA has been
fostering links between all research teams working on
the heart through the setting up of a cooperative
research initiative at the beginning of 2000. The ICEMA
initiative (“Image of the electromechanical activity of
the heart”) aims at associating images of the electrical
activity of the heart with images of its mechanical activity. Such images will be useful in diagnosis, for a possible surgical operation or even for the analysis of the
aftereffects of a cardiac event.

A system to be understood

How does the heart interact with all the other organs of
the cardiorespiratory system? How can we identify its
pathological behavior? Project SOSSO is particularly
interested in the variability of the cardiac rhythm in
such pathologies as cardiac insufficiency or certain incidences of fainting. These questions are studied using
automatic control techniques based on measurements,
pressure, rhythm and parameters related to respiration.
Researchers are also analyzing the cardiac consequences of such sleep disorders as apnoeas (in snorers
for instance) that also involve the whole cardiorespiratory system. This systemic approach leads to the elucidation of some mechanisms previously observed by
medical doctors. Such was the case of the “Mayer wave”,
a very low frequency (0.1 Hz) modulation of the cardiac
rhythm (1 Hz), that was interpreted by researchers in
terms of structure of the cardiovascular system.
However, to observe in real time what is going on, nothing
will ever replace the eyes. Project EPIDAURE is therefore
working on the processing of various types of imaging.
The goal is to assist clinicians in the early diagnosis of
potential cardiac events. The stakes are high since cardiovascular diseases are the number one cause of death
in most industrialized countries. The images are fourdimensional—three dimensions of space and one
dimension of time—and obtained by scintigraphy, magnetic resonance (MRI) or ultrasonic imaging.
Very interesting results have already been obtained
using scintigraphy and MRI images, in a work in collaboration with the Johns-Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.
EPIDAURE and SOSSO researchers are now focusing on
4D ultrasound scan, in collaboration with Philips. If
ultrasound images are of lower quality, they are less
costly than MRI and less invasive than scintigraphy
images.

The console in turn controls a slave-robot that actually
executes the surgical procedure on the patient. Such
procedures are studied by the CHIR team, whose work is
now concerned with coronary bypasses, in collaboration
with Professor Alain Carpentier of the GeorgesPompidou Hospital. This is a supremely multidisciplinary theme that integrates research carried out by
EPIDAURE in medical imaging, ROBOTVIS in computer
vision and PRISME in algorithmic geometry.
INRIA and the Georges-Pompidou Hospital thus have
jointly acquired a robot called Da Vinci, manufactured
by an American company, Intuitive Surgical. The robot is
now used in endoscopic operations (three-dimensional
camera images). The aim of CHIR is to take advantage of
other types of images of the same patient—coronarography, scans—in order to plan the operation proce-

Images to be interpreted
Surgical operations to be planned

Hence the idea of animating a biomechanical model of
the heart in real time, based on the geometrical information extracted from ultrasound images and the
information on the cardiac electric field supplied by an
electrocardiogram. This aspect pertains to the problem
of coupling models of a different nature and the numerical simulation of such coupled models. Two other INRIA
projects are involved, MACS and SINUS (see the article
“Several codes in one”). The representation of the contraction of the cardiac muscle is one of the themes of
MACS. The objective is to better estimate the magnitude
of the coupling between the electrical field that propagates inside the heart and the muscular contraction.
The first step is the modeling of these phenomena and
then their approximation using adapted numerical
models.
Beyond their usefulness in diagnosis, images are
indispensable to surgeons when an operation can no
longer be avoided. The association of medical imaging
with robotics leads us into the field of robotized surgical
procedures. This singular expression describes situations
in which the surgeon controls a master-console
by following images representing the operating field.

dure and then reproduce it in vivo. This entails three different research directions: the four-dimensional spacetime modeling of the patient's organs, in particular the
coronary network; planning and simulating the procedure based on this model and the robot's models; integration of the data into the endoscopic camera images
in situ via augmented reality.
Therefore, in the future, far from taking the place of clinicians and surgeons, computer scientists will unburden them of tasks that are often carried out more precisely by a machine. Medical doctors will then be able to
devote all their time and medical skills to the tasks that
no machine will ever accomplish.

Contacts:
Project ACACIA: Rose.Dieng@inria.fr
Project AID: Thierry.Despeyroux@inria.fr
Project LANGUE ET DIALOGUE: Laurent.Romary@inria.fr
A Loria joint project with CNRS, Henri-Poincaré and Nancy 2
Universities, and INPL
Project VERSO: Serge.Abiteboul@inria.fr
Project W3C Europe: Vincent.Quint@inria.fr
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in the network of networks
There is definitely a certain charm to discovering whole continents of information for which we had
a priori no use. Every Net user has one day or another inadvertently started to explore the web for
unsuspected resources, forgetting the initial purpose of the connection. This charm takes up time, however.
Computer scientists are now doing their best to make sure that requests are satisfied as well and as
quickly as possible.
It is not enough to know how to speak to communicate successfully,one must be understood.The message sender and
its recipient have to have a common language. This question sums up some of the concerns of the researchers who
are developing web techniques, in particular within the
W3C consortium. The W3C was founded around six years
ago. The consortium relies on an operational team of
roughly sixty persons in Europe (INRIA Sophia Antipolis /
Rhône-Alpes / Rocquencourt, France), America (MIT, U.S.A.)
and Asia (Keio University, Japan). One of the current priority tasks has to do with what specialists now call the
“semantic web”. The goal of this research is to ensure that
users get efficient help from the machines to access and
use the information available on the network.

Toward the definition
of a common language
INRIA researchers in W3C are, for example, participating in
the development of an information description environment called RDF (Resource Description Framework). This
environment is intended to offer a common framework for
the definition of metadata to all activity sectors present on
the Web—this is the concept of semantic annotations.
However, the data needs to be structured correctly. This is

what the XML (Extensible Markup Language) metalanguage, a creation of W3C, is about.
The advantage of XML over its predecessor HTML is to allow
for a much richer and more rigorous representation of
information, notably through semantic tags. Researchers
are developing specific languages for applications that are
derived from the common XML language: MathML for
the representation of mathematical formulas, SMIL
(Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) for multimedia documents and SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) for
two-dimensional graphics. The W3C is also working on several languages to use XML: a scheme language for XML, to
describe the organization of an XML document associated
with a given application (in MathML or SVG for instance) as
well as style, query or hyperlink languages.
In the long run, XML should partly replace HTML, at least
that is what VERSO researchers strongly believe. The metalanguage could play the role of a real Esperanto on the network. In a work in collaboration with researchers of the
Computer Science Department of the University of Orsay,
CNAM and the University of Mannheim in Germany, Verso
researchers thus designed and implemented a prototype
software that includes all the elements that are needed to
search for information using XML: a database, a crawler to
look for documents all over the Web, a grammar conversion
semantic tool, a query language and graphical user interfaces, among others. This work led to the founding of a startup called Xyleme at the end of December 2000. One of the
objectives of this company is to offer services to business.
Project AID is leveraging its skills in software engineering to
try and make the constraints that must be obeyed in building and modifying a web site more intelligible, thus taking
advantage of the possibilities offered by XML. Researchers

…Even when the memory fails
are studying institutional sites or thematic directories with
a large number of pages. The goal is to supply site designers with techniques to set up the tags, and tools such as
thesauruses to make relevant keyword choices given the
documents to be distributed. Another possibility is to make
sure that the site remains consistent as it evolves with time.

Sharing this language
with the greatest number
of people…
The need for a more “intelligent”Web concerns many applications. In this context, project ACACIA, whose specialty is
knowledge engineering problems,is interested in its use for
corporate memory. The objective is to structure information for specific needs (training, project follow-up and so
on). In particular, researchers are designing “ontologies” in
RDF that describe the objects or tools that are specific to a
given company. These ontologies can be represented from
several viewpoints, depending on the user profile. To make
use of such information, ACACIA researchers have implemented a search engine called CORESE (Conceptual
Resource Search Engine), that is already at the disposal of
Renault. The engine can translate RDF into conceptual
graphs in order to take advantage of the semantic power
and the reasoning capabilities offered by conceptual
graphs. ACACIA is also participating in the COMMA
(Corporate Memory Management through Agents)
European project to develop a multi-agent architecture to
aid in corporate memory setting up, proactive distribution
of documents and information search.
The latter aspect, which typically involves a humanmachine dialogue framework, is also studied by project
Langue et Dialogue. Researchers are striving to design
querying techniques for heterogeneous multisite databases. They are working in collaboration with the Artificial

Intelligence Laboratory at Saarbrücken in Germany (DFKI)
on the design of a multimodal (language and gestures) dialogue environment with a graphical interface.This environment will integrate a three-dimensional interaction mode
that will use force-feedback systems to handle objects such
as index cards for example.
Langue et Dialogue is also continuing work in its favorite
field, the analysis of textual contents. The project thus contributed to the recently completed DHYDRO European project to define an editing and consultation environment for
multilingual terminology, in this particular case in hydrography, entirely written in XML. This project was so successful that one Langue et Dialogue researchers is now the
head of the ISO project defining the future representation
standard for multilingual terminologies.
Will we still browse at random on the Web of tomorrow?
Without doubt, but it will be a fully informed kind of
perusal.
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What if we could consume computing power just like we consume electrical power?
We don’t need to know about the provider. This is exactly the long term goal of grid computing.
In the near future, a user based in Paris or London, will compute on a machine located in San Francisco
or Tokyo, using data stored in Heidelberg or Buenos Aires. The narrow limits of the individual workstation
will then be a thing of the distant past…

Scientific computing
on a global scale
Since it is, at least theoretically, possible to connect all the computers on the planet to the same network, it would be absurd not to take advantage of the
computing power thus assembled. This is the thinking
behind the grid computing concept, invented by computer scientists in order to offer users a kind of “virtual
supercomputer.” This virtual computer would combine
the resources of all computers through the network,
irrespective of their geographical location.
Of course, such a massive program presupposes that
communications between computers and networks are
optimized. In this respect, three INRIA projects—
RESEDAS, PARIS and ReMaP—are involved in the national program VTHD (for Really Very High Speed) of the

national network for research in telecommunications
(RNRT) to experiment on and optimize a 2.5Gbit/s network. Security and the identification of users are also
important issues, as well as the management of data
and their migration between machines, or the identification of available machines at every instant. The
Globus system devised in America partly addresses
these issues but there is a lot left to explore, hence the
research carried out at INRIA.
Such is typically the case for Scilab, a software tool to
devise prototype applications for scientific computing.
Using Scilab on a workstation imposes limitations in
terms of the volume of resources needed to solve a complex problem. Hence the idea of transporting the computations to other machines, in a way that is transparent for the user. This is what ReMaP researchers from
INRIA, the Ecole normale supérieure de Lyon and CNRS,
are working on. Their objective is to design “computational servers”. The latter could be possibly heterogeneous, PC clusters connected with the users via a very
high speed network.
Such a relocation of computations and their distribution over several machines call for studies in algorithmics, scheduling, security and performance evaluation,
among other things. The parallelization of Scilab is the
object of a coordinated research initiative called
Ouragan, including three projects, METALAU the architect of Scilab, ReMaP and RESEDAS.

Painless
“grid computing”

Computer image and multimedia applications are
among the beneficiaries of distributed and grid computing, given the amount of multi-source data to be
handled. Thus, project RESEDAS is involved in two projects whose aim is to supply multimedia services to the
general public: SPIHD (Services and Programs for High
Speed Internet) and Proxi TV, whose goal is to supply
video and video games on demand. The first project concerns the routing of data to the final client through a
local loop (cable, ADSL, HDSL) from a local server. The second project studies the transmission of programs by
providers to the local servers.
Upstream of such applications, classical programming
tools must naturally be translated into this new context.
The question in mind is to do object programming when
the objects are scattered over the network. The CORBA
technology already offers a communication mechanism
that makes for transferring a request to the executing
machine when an object is called. This mechanism is
however little adapted to parallelism. Modifying CORBA
to incorporate parallelism is one of the research themes
of project PARIS. The project has submitted a proposal in
this direction to the OMG (Object Management Group),
the standardization body for CORBA. PARIS is additionally participating in the JACO3 Esprit European project.
The purpose of this project is to design a software environment that is very oriented toward industrial applications around CORBA, in collaboration with EADS, Alcatel
Space Industry and Saab-Ericsson. When this project is
completed, users will be able to do grid computing in a
transparent way.
Distributed object programming is also of interest to
OASIS researchers from INRIA, CNRS and the University
of Nice-Sophia Antipolis. Their work on this question is
in the framework of the C++ and Java languages.
Researchers are developing two kinds of software packages that are compatible with the Globus system: one is
called C++// and is for distributed programming in C++,
and the other is called ProActive for Java programming,
with possible migration of computations and data from
one computer to another during execution. Grid computing experiments have already been carried out
between Chicago, Los Angeles, Delft in the Netherlands
and Sophia Antipolis. Versions of both packages are
available on the Web. Research on ProActive is of particular interest to Sun Microsystems (Palo Alto), who has
been funding it for two years.
Another type of programming also requires the attention of researchers—programming by software components, thus called by analogy with hardware components. Thus, project PARIS started work on this theme
this year. In the context of grid computing, the problem
is to simultaneously integrate parallel code into a component, and to model the interaction between different

Communicating with a planetary
supercomputer

components (interaction graph) that can be distributed
over several machines.
However, for all this construction to work correctly, communications must be perfectly operational and efficient. This includes communications between computers as well as communications with users. Project
ReMaP has developed multiprotocol communication
mechanisms for high speed networks in a library called
Madeleine, to improve the performance of systems like
Globus.
For its part, project CARAVEL is interested in the management of data distributed on a large scale and in particular in the structuration of requests on the web. The
problem is to make sure that users can access a relevant
view of the available information, in spite of the heterogeneity of data and sources. This entails problems of
computing on data, scheduling and optimization that
were addressed within the framework of the Thetis
European project. A corollary to this question concerns
regular requests for information on a precise subject, for
instance in the case of technological watch. A prototype
for each of these approaches was presented in Cairo this
year, during the VLBD (Very Large DataBase) international conference.
Thus the way to the planetary supercomputer seems
definitely to be opening up.
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46 A question of timing
Ahead of time is too early and afterwards is too late, that is the best description of the goal pursued
by computer scientists when they impose temporal constraints on their systems. The constraints can be
more or less stringent, depending on the application. They are drastic for an embedded software in a car
and much less severe in the case of a cellular phone.

All computer systems have to interact with either their
material or human environment. In some cases, failing
to meet reaction times can lead to a catastrophe, which
is the situation for a large number of embedded systems (cars, planes, robots…). This is a case of critical real
time, or hard real time, as opposed to soft real time for
mobile telecommunications. By nature or for performance reasons, such systems are generally distributed
over several processors communicating via a network,
which increases their complexity. Research is thus striving to design software and hardware in a secure fashion
that meet such temporal demands, either strictly or less
strictly, taking into account structural constraints (i.e.
distributed or embedded systems). Since hardware and
software are nonetheless liable to be faulty, research
also tries to integrate fault tolerance mechanisms.
One problem is the optimization of such systems.
Project SOSSO’s response consists in particular in implementing the notion of joint software and hardware
design. If standard computers cannot meet the requisite
constraints, researchers have to design new, more adequate ones, with the associated operating system. In
this framework, they are currently working on an extension of SynDEx, a software to aid in the optimized implementation of embedded, real time, distributed applications. The goal is to achieve fault tolerance. The
researchers are collaborating with project BIP on this
subject for diverse applications: walking or underwater
robots and the development of the CyCab, a self-service
electrical vehicle that is destined to be entirely automated. The latter is in a sense an experimentation platform for tools that will then be used in cars. Thus,
SOSSO, together with the TRIO initiative, is contributing
to the French project on Embedded Electronic
Architecture (AEE) in the field of transportation.

In this project, funded by the Ministry of Industry, TRIO
has participated in the definition of the AIL language
used to model embedded electronic architectures, as
well as of the validation method to check their temporal
properties. Researchers from this initiative are also
actively involved in the Carosse project of the national
program Predit2. They have thus put together a prototype software workshop for the construction of models
of embedded applications and the evaluation of their
performance. Researchers are simultaneously working
on execution mechanisms that allow applications to
meet the required time constraints and to use temporal
fault tolerance algorithms. They are also interested in
the modeling of such devices as sensors used today in a
totally different sector: the telesurveillance of patients
undergoing dialysis at home (Diatelic French project).
In avionics too, hard real time is de rigueur. In this
respect, project SOLIDOR is in close relationship with
Dassault Aviation. The research is in particular intended
to produce systems with standard components, that are
of a comparable quality as those made from custom
components. The final goal is to reduce global costs. To
achieve this goal, SOLIDOR is betting on the Cots (Off The
Shelf Components) technology. The problems are varied:
what is the real time behavior of Cots components, how
can we guarantee reliable communications in bounded
time within an embedded distributed system on top of
an unreliable network, or how to detect faults in a computer. Researchers are evaluating their answers on a
prototype called Hades (Highly Available Distributed
Embedded System).
Robots, for their part, must of course react to all the
information supplied by their sensors. Each movement
is controlled in real time. An articulated arm, for example, whose extension and folding is effected by a motor,
must not stretch beyond its joint limit, just like a human

From cell phones to video games

check the functional and temporal properties of the program. In the long term, one of the objectives is to construct a biped robot that will accomplish given tasks
without falling.
In the previous examples, there is no compromise in
terms of delays. Things are different in information
technology and telecommunications where the major
issue is more the quality of service. One of the research
directions in this respect is the Java language in the
multimedia sector. SOLIDOR is working for example on
the extension of Java to real time applications and to
program execution on multiprocessor architectures,
with possibly dynamic application loading, for the telephones of the future. Another crucial question for telephones is how to reconcile energy consumption and real
time in a Java environment.

From embedded systems
in the automobile…
…to those in planes
and robots

arm. It is up to the computer to schedule the commands,
taking into account all the preemptive and synchronization actions between the different segments of the
robot as well as the parallelism between actions.
This is what project BIP is doing using the Orccad software (Open Robot Controller Computer Aided Design).
To validate their models, researchers have coupled
Orccad with another software called Evaluator, designed
by project VASY, which makes it possible to formally

Multimedia also means games. Here too, reaction times
play a key role. However, the problem is more to enforce
the coherence of the actions, their temporal logic, rather
than strict time limits. If all players, wherever they may
be, need to have an exact vision of the order of intervention of the other players, there is no obligation for this
vision to be instantaneous. The MIMOSA initiative is
working on this theme, in particular in the framework
of the European project PING (Platform for Interactive
Networked Games). Researchers from this initiative are
studying the behavior of game objects, and that of the
players’ avatars. Avatars are digital representations of
the participants and of their behavior that can indeed
take over from the actual players once the latter are disconnected.
In this way, computer science is reinventing the non
absolute character of time, or at least time as it is
lived—one time for each thing, one real time for each
reality.
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48 Several codes in one
Certain physical, chemical or biological phenomena simultaneously involve processes that admit distinct
mathematical descriptions. It is necessary to associate such descriptions together in order to model and/or
simulate such phenomena. This is what is called model coupling. This situation arises as soon as several
kinds of media (fluid-solid for instance) or processes with different characteristic time and space scales
are interacting with one another.
Our everyday experience is sufficient to make us understand what the expression “model or code coupling”
stands for. It is easy to realize that a plane or a civil engineering structure can deform under the pressure of the
airflow around it and that this deformation in turn
modifies the flow. Understanding this physical phenomenon thus requires understanding two different
processes: the airflow around solid objects and the
behavior of these objects within the flow. To model the
whole system, it is necessary to couple the equations,
models or programs that describe both processes. The
same problem arises in many other applications, for
example in the study of blood flow in blood vessels,
whose walls are deformable, in the study of molecular
systems and also in electromagnetism.

Aircraft wings in flight
Bridges and…
blood flow
Chemistry and electromagnetism

This is a common issue in aeronautics. One of the problems addressed by researchers from project SINUS is the
optimization of the geometry of aircraft wings. The
question is to find the optimal shape parameters that
will deliver the best possible aerodynamical performance, given the characteristics of the airflow and its
variations in the presence of the wing. Each shape yields
one type of flow. The name of the game is to iterate the
code that solves the flow equations, which produces a
performance, and the code that optimizes the wing profile in view of this performance. Researchers have
designed a platform called CAST based on the CORBA
technology, inside which both computational codes can
collaborate. This work is in the framework of the DECISION European project.
Another problem arising in aeronautics concerns fluidstructure coupling. In effect, the flexibility of a wing is
such that it deforms during flight. Therefore, one question among many others is to determine the speed at
which the wing is going to start flapping or even breaking. To understand the aerodynamics of this problem,
the forces that act on the structure, the induced deformations of the wing and the effect of these deformations on the airflow must be evaluated. Hence the
necessity of coupling the fluid equations for the air with
the deformation equations for the wing structure. This
problem was studied in the case of compressible fluids
by project SINUS and in the case of incompressible
fluids by projects CAIMAN, M3N and MACS in collaboration with the University of Colorado, Boulder, USA. In
addition, project CAIMAN has designed a method that
predicts the precision of a given coupling algorithm.
The civil engineering sector is also in demand of models
involving several computational codes. Such is the case
in particular for the analysis of the deformations of a
bridge under the action of the wind. Projects MACS and
CAIMAN are working on this theme, in partnership with
the Centre scientifique et technique du bâtiment (CSTB),
the Ecole nationale des ponts et chaussées (ENPC) and

the Laboratoire central des ponts et chaussées (LCPC). To
achieve this goal, they have chosen to adopt an
approach that is as modular as possible, based on tools
from parallel computing that favor data exchanges (the
software libraries PVM, Parallel Virtual Machine, and MPI,
Message Passing Interface). Researchers then validate
their models and methods in wind tunnel experiments
in Nantes (CSTB).
They are also using similar techniques to study the circulation of blood, in particular the interaction between
blood flow and the deformations of the vessel walls. The
aim is to study the influence of the flow on the location
of deposits in such pathologies as arteriosclerosis or to
predict a ruptured aneurysm. These questions are the
subject of collaborations between projects MACS, M3N
and CAIMAN. The conductor of blood circulation, the
heart, also behaves following several mechanisms.
Projects MACS and SINUS have started modeling and
simulating the coupling between muscular contractions and electrical fields.
Chemistry too must face these issues. Consider for
example the case of large size problems in molecular
chemistry. One of the possible goals is the design of
medicines. Following the chemical reaction of a
molecule with target proteins will make it possible to
evaluate its effects. The solution studied by NUMATH
researchers consists in coupling an electronic model
(the Schrödinger equations), an atomic model and a
macroscopic model characteristic of the medium considered, a solvent for instance. In a work in collaboration
with the Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory in Nancy and
the Life Science Department of the Grenoble Center for
Nuclear Studies (CEA), researchers have already
designed a prototype for the coupling between molecular
mechanics and electrical fields.

Finally, CAIMAN is interested in the modeling of processes
in electromagnetism. Researchers are implementing
finite volume numerical methods in collaboration with
France Telecom R&D. Such methods yield models that
preserve the energy and that are able to treat more or
less important geometrical details by achieving coupling
between electromagnetic descriptions at different
scales.
In conclusion, techniques to couple equations, numerical models and computational codes are bound to be
developed more and more frequently. Multidisciplinary
coupling leads to more realistic physical models, generally based on the increasing modularity of numerical
simulation software and the potentialities of parallel
and distributed computing.
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be to transcribe pieces played by several instruments.
The researchers’ ambition does not stop there, however. Another application of their work could be to
design polyphonic instruments via the Internet, in collaboration with Musicalis, a company in Grenoble.
Musicalis already has a system for monophonic
instruments. Researchers are also counting on putting
their techniques to work for the interrogation of CD
bases. By listening to a few notes sung by a user, the
computer would be able to find the record(s) that contain the whole piece in question. In the same vein, the
METISS group is interested in the extraction of patterns in a piece. Such patterns could also be used to
search for a work in a multimedia database or serve to
create new works. Such research presupposes a structured representation of musical signals. To obtain
such a representation, METISS is working on channel
separation, to separate for example the melody from
the accompaniment.
Therefore, in the long term, computers will not just
execute orders given by hand. They will also obey
speech and music.

Contacts:
Project LogiCal: Gilles.Dowek@inria.fr
Project EP-ATR: Jean-Pierre.Talpin@inria.fr
An Irisa joint project with CNRS, Insa of Rennes and University of Rennes 1
Project LEMME: Laurent.Thery@inria.fr
Project PROTHÉO: Michael.Rusinowitch@inria.fr
A Loria joint project with CNRS, University Henri-Poincaré, University Nancy 2 and INPL

52 Proof by computer
Being able to delegate all the complex and tedious calculations to a computer is already something.
It would be even better to be able to ask the machine to verify mathematical reasonings and programs.
Verification constitutes a major issue now that not even a single fault can be tolerated in critical
industrial software.

The proof of a mathematical proposition is based on a
series of logical rules. Checking such a proposition thus
amounts to verifying the correctness and coherence of the
rules that are invoked as the reasoning progresses. This is
the kind of task that computer scientists intend to delegate
to computers. This is not a new goal. Already in the 1960s, a
system called Automath to check mathematical theorems
had been developed in the Netherlands. Nowadays, the concern of researchers is more about software verification.
In effect, programming a calculation consists in translating
a mathematical reasoning into a language that the
machine can understand. Computers can then be helpful in
at least two ways. On the level of pure logic, a computer can
prove formally that the reasoning expressed by a program
is correct. The second level is that of calculations, since the
algebraic rules can themselves be represented in logic form.
Of course, the final goal is to associate both aspects
coherently.
A program can include thousands or even millions of logical steps. Zero-defect is thus rather unlikely. Hence the idea

of using computers to reason on programs and of designing generic proof tools. In this respect, researchers from
LogiCal (ex Coq and an association between INRIA and the
Computer Science Research Laboratory (LRI) of the
University of Orsay) have devised and are still developing a
relatively universal environment called Coq. Coq makes it
possible to express any mathematical or logical proof. Its
function is to locate possible error occurrences and to perform the necessary verifications when possible. In case of
need, Coq asks the user to supply proof elements, which it
will then execute.
Upstream of such developments, Coq provides LogiCal
researchers an opportunity to carry out theoretical studies.
In effect, the software uses still rather uncommon languages such as the Calculus of Constructions. Research is
thus striving to better understand the differences between
these new languages and other better known languages,
such as that of set theory. Further developments especially
concern interfaces with other functionalities. This research
is carried out within project LEMME. Also under study is
proof automation, in collaboration with PROTHEO
researchers.
PROTHEO researchers are constructing highly automated
“proof assistants” that combine the deductive approach
with symbolic computation so as to accelerate proofs. The
Elan software is one of such assistants. Elan makes it possible

If a human makes a mistake,
the computer corrects it…

…But the humans
keep an eye on the
computer’s corrections
to rewrite programs very efficiently. The next step is to
establish a link between Elan and Coq, in order to offer this
rewriting capability in the Coq environment. This theme is
studied in the framework of the CALIFE project of the
National Network for Research in Telecommunications
(RNRT). The project brings together PROTHEO, LogiCal and
France Telecom R&D in particular. Still within CALIFE,
LogiCal is devising a tactics language. The idea is to provide
users with the possibility of developing proof methods,
called tactics.
For their part, LEMME researchers are working on user
interfaces. In effect, whether a proof system is very automated or conversely very interactive, its use still requires
human intervention. Therefore, researchers are concerned
with designing proof environments that make for more
convivial interaction (visualization of mathematical formulas using the standard symbols, ability to interact by using
the mouse). This year, they have completed the first version
of such an interface with the Coq demonstrator. The interface is henceforth known under the name of PCoq and is
described on the Web.
Obviously, program verification concerns a large number of
industrial sectors, including telecommunications. PROTHEO
researchers are working with France Telecom R&D to check
telecommunications service specifications. They are using
the Spike software that specializes in induction reasoning.
Another proof software, Datac, is used to check security protocols and make sure, for instance, that a secret message
can be sent entirely confidentially. Formal verification also
concerns smart cards (see “Tomorrow’s electronic wallet”). In

this context, the LEMME team is participating in the
Verificard European project, whose goal is the verification
of programs written in Java Card. More generally, the team,
together with POLKA and ARENAIRE, is contributing to an
INRIA coordinated research initiative concerning the certification of software or hardware floating point components.
Other applications pertain to the modeling of embedded
systems (reactive systems), which is studied by project EP-ATR.
Here too, the question is to verify certain logical properties
using such tools as Coq. The properties in question may
possibly concern objects of an infinite size, like an infinite
sequence of events. The behavior of such a system will be
interpreted in terms of dataflow, with periodic reactions of
the system to external stimuli. It is thus necessary to
describe the input-output relations and the logical properties of the system, which are not necessarily computable.
The goal with Coq is then to find these properties and prove
that they are always verified. EP-ATR has experimented with
this approach in a large-scale case study—the well-known
steam boiler controller problem—using a combination of a
dataflow synchronous programming language (Signal) and
the Coq proof assistant.
Therefore, beyond simple calculation, we are now at a point
where computers are made to reason based on their own
reasonings and calculations. Isn’t this one of the characteristics of the reflexive approach?

Computer proofs
prove themselves

Contacts:
Project MAÏA*: Francois.Charpillet@inria.fr
Project METALAU: Stephane.Gaubert@inria.fr
Project MISTRAL: Philippe.Nain@inria.fr
Project TRIO*: Bruno.Gaujal@inria.fr
*Joint project-team with CNRS,
University Henri-Poincaré, University Nancy 2 and INPL

54 Decision,

a mathematician’s “game”

Being able to predict and control the future of a dynamical system based solely on its current state
without knowing anything about its past, is an idea that may sound astonishing, since it seems
so remote from our experience as human beings at first glance. Such modeling is nonetheless well adapted
to all kinds of physical and biological phenomena, whose evolution is governed by the decisions made
at every instant. The right decisions still have to be determined.

More theory
to simplify things
A game, as anyone knows, includes some measure of
chance. The question then is to find which strategy will
ultimately win, as much as possible. In other words, the
question is to find exact and certain solutions to a problem involving uncertainty. The goal of decision theory is
precisely to evaluate the chances and/or costs of this or
that future behavior of a system in the presence of
uncertainties due to randomness or the choices made
by competitors. In many cases, there is no need to consider the past of the system—as in chess for example—
and it is enough to evaluate the future just based on the
current state. This is a nonnegligible simplification,
which in mathematical terms amounts to working
within the theory of Markovian decision processes.
A basic tool in Markovian decision processes is dynamic
programming. To each state of the system, there corresponds a value determined by a nonlinear equation,
called the Bellman equation in optimal control theory.

Even without information,
decisions must be made

Bellman was the American mathematician who invented dynamic programming some fifty years ago. Since
then, researchers have realized that this equation, as
well as the Isaacs equation in the case of games, could
be used as a model for discrete event systems. The latter
expression refers to the occurrence of events comparable to the arrival of new customers in a waiting line.
These events give rise to synchronization and competition phenomena that are typically met in telecommunication networks, production systems, robotics and in
medical applications. A field of research thus opened
that call for extremely varied mathematical disciplines
such as probability theory, game theory, logic, automatic control and even algebraic topology.
This new field is the subject of an INRIA coordinated
research initiative called MADDES (Markov Decision and
Discrete Event Systems) that involves three projects—
MISTRAL, TRIO and METALAU. The problem studied by
these researchers is the optimization of discrete event
systems in which decisions may result from the intervention of several agents, each following their own criteria. The question is whether it is possible to reach a
global equilibrium and with which decisions.
To simplify the resolution of complex problems, it is
sometimes enough to change the axiomatic framework.
This is the case of discrete event systems that
researchers are approaching in the framework of the socalled max-plus algebra. This algebra is at the heart of
the research carried out by METALAU.

The max-plus algebra is very similar to classical algebra,
except that it is based on two other elementary operations that are better adapted to such systems and to
dynamic programming, namely the computation of the
maximum and the addition. The max-plus algebra
makes it possible to represent synchronization phenomena as linear phenomena, thus to have simple qualitative intuitions and efficient algorithms. Researchers
have thus written a toolbox in Scilab, a scientific computing package, to use the max-plus algebra and solve
large problems. A textbook case treated by METALAU is
passing phenomena on a city beltway. The project is
now working on monotone dynamical systems that
combine several algebras, for example with the minimum, the maximum, the addition and the multiplication, in order to extend the application spectrum of
their research.
Even if it is a relatively theoretical research, it is
nonetheless stimulated by practical problems that often
come from telecommunication networks—avoiding
network congestion, increasing throughput or decreasing transmission delays. The choice of a strategy
depends on the information available at the moment of
the decision making. Either this information is nonexistent (open loop control), or it is only partial or delayed, or
yet, more generally, it is increasing with time. In the
framework of a bilateral project with the Netherlands
(project Van Gogh), TRIO and MISTRAL have studied various types of routing protocols, especially in the case of
the total absence of available information on the state
of the network. Researchers have shown that an admission process that forms a “Sturm word”—from the
name of a brilliant 19th century French mathematician—minimizes transmission delays in networks
whose dynamics is linear in the max-plus algebra, which
is the case of the TCP protocol.
Other sectors of telecommunications concerned by the
control of Markovian decision processes are mobile
communications and satellite communications. MISTRAL is collaborating with an American team on these
applications. The problem here is a scheduling problem.
Access control protocols must be found that ensure a
good quality of service for users (line availability, communication continuity).

purposes. This is precisely what project MAIA is working
on. MAIA has contributed to the design of a telesurveillance system for persons undergoing dialysis at home
(project Diatelic). This system is now under clinical evaluation. It must be able to make the right decisions
based on the information received by its sensors.
Researchers are now thinking about using such techniques for assistance for elderly people and for anesthesia control. A few thousand kilometers from there… the
future Martian expeditions could use MAIA’s work on
autonomous robots in terms of collaboration and
resource management, in collaboration with American
teams from NASA in particular.
It is thus extremely fortunate that the memory of mathematicians does not really obey a Markov process.
Where would we be now, some eight decades after the
demise of this famous Russian mathematician?

In the case where the agents that come into play in decision making are endowed with cognitive and sensomotor functions, we are entering the realm of artificial
intelligence. Since the 1990s, Markovian decision processes have been progressively adopted by researchers
from this discipline for planning, learning and diagnosis

Decision is sometimes vital

Contacts:
Project LANDE: Thomas.Jensen@inria.fr
An Irisa joint project with CNRS, Insa Rennes and the University of Rennes 1
Project OASIS: Isabelle.Attali@inria.fr
A joint project with the University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis and CNRS
Project SIRAC: Daniel.Hagimont@inria.fr
A joint project with INPG and UJF

56 Tomorrow’s electronic wallet
The popularization of smart card usage and the multiplication of their functions will only happen if there
is an absolute guarantee of security. Among other things, there should be no question that two applications could exchange data that must remain confidential.

In the future, a user will use the same smart card for
several independent applications. However, for such a
multifunction card to be viable, it is imperative that all
exchange of confidential information between different
applications be prohibited. The question of security is
thus one of the most crucial questions that face computer scientists today, especially those whose task is to
devise software adapted to this new form of currency.
Another constraint is the small memory size of the
microprocessors in question, less than 64K. A high level
language called Java Card has been designed specifically to program smart cards. The goal now is to optimize
the executable code on the small silicon chips and of
course to validate it. Finally, mobility management adds
to the complexity of the problem. Smart card users will
want to use them both at home or on the other side of
the planet.

All these aspects are being studied at INRIA. This year,
the Institute was invited to organize the first Java Card
conference in association with the Java Card Forum
whose purpose is to promote Java as a programming
language for smart cards. This is a definite proof of the
interest of the smart card industry for this type of
research.
Adding functionalities to a smart card naturally
requires programming it in the first place. This is one of
the preoccupations of project LANDE. The project is
working on the translation of Java Card programs into a
language called CAP (Converted Applet Format). CAP is a
low-level language that has the advantage of being a lot
more concise than the Java Card bytecode, hence is better adapted to the low capacity of the chips. For its part,
project OASIS, a joint project with the University of NiceSophia Antipolis, has devised a development environment for Java Card applications based on a semantic
description of the language. This approach makes it possible to offer developers an execution environment.
Developers can simulate and test all the commands that
can be executed by the microprocessor in a high-level
language, Java Card.
The work of LANDE and OASIS will be put to use within
the European Verificard project, which is scheduled to
start in 2001. The objective is to design and develop a
certified Java Card platform. This virtual machine will be

Towards ever more concise languages
No compromise
on confidentiality

modeled in the Coq environment, specialized in automated logical reasoning (see the article “Proof by computer”). The platform will integrate a CAP translator. It
will also allow step by step execution of bytecode programs. In effect, project OASIS has developed a set of
tools, called JCVM Tools (Java Card Virtual Machine),
meant to convert a program written in CAP format into
a program that Coq can understand.
A certain number of properties of future smart card
software still remain to be proven. The software will of
course have to be able to execute the tasks requested,
this is the first class of constraints. It will also have to
guarantee information confidentiality. The problem is
for example to make sure that a user with an account
with an airline and another account with a car rental
company can rest assured that the two companies will
not be able to exchange any information deemed to be
confidential. This question of “airtightness” between
two applets is the subject of several approaches at
INRIA.
Thus, LANDE researchers are utilizing formal verification
techniques based on static program analysis. They are
participating in the European project SecSafe in this
respect, side by side with a French start-up, Trusted
Logic, and British and Danish teams. In the long run,
these techniques may be used to evaluate the smart
cards developed by industry. OASIS researchers have for
their part worked out a prototype system capable of
evaluating the security of each one of a set of applets
that are sharing objects for cooperation purposes. The
system is based on a fine analysis of the executable
bytecode. Here again, the point is to determine the
instructions that may remove security exceptions related to object sharing, using static methods.
Making secure smart cards is also one of the activities of
project SIRAC, but from an altogether different angle.
Researchers from this project have developed skills in
the field of services for distributed applications. Notably
they have designed a model that can be used to simply

program a protection policy between such applications,
a question of direct interest for smart cards. This model
is not limited to applications within a card, but can also
serve in the case of collaboration between a card and
external machines, such as a computer connected to a
network for example.
Another research area of SIRAC is the consideration of
mobile users. The project is involved in the National
Network for Research in Telecommunications (RNRT)
program called Cesure. The question studied may be formulated as follows: how to allow a mobile user access
the same service as, let us say a weather forecast service,
from a cell phone, a window in the United States and a
PC at home? The objective is to configure distributed
applications driven by the smart card owned by the
mobile user. A prototype has already been put together
and a new version should be completed at the end of
2001.
In the long run, a traveler will thus carry in his suitcases
all the services he is used to, all over the world.

In a time of mobility
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The 87 research projects
of INRIA
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Numerical simulation for engineering sciences
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Hervé GUILLARD
Michel SORINE
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Rocquencourt
Rennes
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis

Daniel DARDAILLER

Sophia Antipolis and Rhône-Alpes

In addition to these 87 research projects is a DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
W3C-EUROPE

The European part of the World Wide Web Consortium technical team
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Center for Teaching and Research in Mathematics,
Computer Science and Scientific Computing
Computer Science, Graphics, Vision and Robotics
Computer Science and Distribution
Elie-Cartan Institute at Nancy
Institute for Research in Computer Science and Random Systems
Parallel Computing Laboratory
Lorraine Laboratory for Research in Computer Science and Applications

Joint project with the University of Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines
Irisa joint project with CNRS, Insa of Rennes and the University of Rennes 1
Joint project with IMAG (CNRS, INPG and UJF)
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Joint project with CNAM
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Joint project with CNRS
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Claude PUECH
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(17) Joint project with the Marne la Vallée University and ENPC
(18) Nancy Elie-Cartan Institute joint project with CNRS and the Henri-Poincaré
University
(19) Joint project with CNRS and the Henri-Poincaré University
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(21) Joint project with CNRS and the University of Provence, located in Marseilles
(22) Joint laboratory with ENPC
(23) Joint Research Unit with CNRS, INPG and UJF
(24) Joint Research Unit with CNRS, INPG and UJF
(25) Joint Research Unit with CNRS and the Henri-Poincaré University
(26) Joint Research Unit with CNRS, Insa Rennes and the University of Rennes 1
(27) Joint Research Unit with CNRS and the ENS Lyons
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